
APPENDIX C 

RESPONSES TO COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT SCOPE OF WORK FOR THE DRAFT 

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT FOR THE SELF-STORAGE TEXT 

AMENDMENT 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

This document summarizes and responds to comments on the Draft Scope of Work, issued on March 1, 

2017, for the Self-storage Text Amendment. Oral and written comments were received during the public 

scoping meeting held by the Department of City Planning (DCP) at Spector Hall, 22 Reade Street, New York, 

NY 10007 on March 30, 2017. Written comments were accepted through the close of the public comment 

period, which ended at 5 PM on Monday, April 10, 2017. 

 

Section B lists the organizations and individuals that provided comments on the Draft Scope of Work. 

Section C contains a summary of these relevant comments and a response to each. These summaries 

convey the substance of the comments made, but do not necessarily quote the comments verbatim. 

Comments are organized by subject matter and generally parallel the chapter structure of the Draft Scope 

of Work. Where more than one commenter expressed similar views, those comments have been grouped 

and addressed together. All letters and comments submitted by the organizations and individuals to the 

Department of City Planning are included in Appendix A. Appendix A also includes oral and written 

comments received at the public scoping meeting. 

 
2. LIST OF ORGANIZATIONS AND INDIVIDUALS THAT COMMENTED ON THE DRAFT SCOPE OF WORK 

 
Elected Officials 

1. Councilmember Melissa Mark-Viverito, Council Speaker 
2. Councilmember David Greenfield, Chair, Land Use Committee 
3. Councilmember Donovan Richards, Chair, Subcommittee on Zoning & Franchises 
4. Councilmember Antonio Reynoso 
5. Councilmember Rafael Salamanca 
6. Councilmember Carlos Menchaca 
7. Councilmember Steven Levin 
8. Councilmember Brad Lander 
9. Brooklyn Borough President Eric Adams 

 
Organizations 

10. Steven Russo – Greenberg Traurig 
11. Jesse Masyr – Fox & Rothschild 
12. Ross Moskowitz - Stroock & Stroock & Lavan LLP 
13. Timothy Dietz - National Self-Storage Association 



14. Frank Crivello - New York Self-Storage Association 
15. Ethan Goodman - Fox & Rothschild  
16. Armando Moritz-Chapelliquen – ANHD 
17. Mitch Sternbach - Greater Jamaica Development Corporation  
18. Alef Tadese - Greenpoint Manufacturing and Design Center 
19. Justin Collins - Southwest Brooklyn Industrial Development Corp. 
20. Marc Sharinn - Safe N Lock Self-Storage 
21. Ari Goldman - Safe N Lock Self-Storage 
22. Jeremy Kozin – Greenberg Traurig representing PR III/MD Storage I Holdings, LLC 
23. Natasha Payne - Safe N Lock Self-Storage 
24. Maeve Marcello - Safe N Lock Self-Storage 
25. Stuart Beckerman - Slater & Beckerman 
26. Kari Bailey - Pratt Center 
27. Varun Sanyal - Brooklyn Chamber of Commerce 
28. Thomas J. Grech – Queens Chamber of Commerce 
29. Quincy Elly-Cate – BOC 
30. Adam Gordon - Madison Development LLC 
31. Darryl Hollon - BOC Network 
32. Jackie Nicasio – IEH 
33. Roman Matthews – A Forum for Life 
34. Evergreen 
35. Aron Kurlander – Greater Jamaica Development Corporation 
36. Jack Guttman - Chelsea Development Group  
37. Frank Relf - Frank G. Relf Architect PC  
38. Andrew Fishman – SMR Craftworks 
39. Mitchell Wimbish – NYC Department of Environmental Protection 

 
 

3. COMMENTS AND RESPONSES ON THE DRAFT SCOPE OF WORK 
 
Comment 1:  The Notice violates CEQR because it was published in The City Record only twenty-nine 

(29) days prior to the scheduled Scoping Meeting, one (1) day short of the minimum period 
of notice required under CEQR. DCP must re-notice the Scoping Meeting because CEQR 
requires a lead agency to literally comply with its procedural requirements. While DCP may 
wish to treat this procedural infirmity as harmless error, case law recognizes no such 
exception. [10] 

 
Response:  The Notice does not violate CEQR. DCP provided 30 days public notice, publishing the 

notice for 30 days from and including the date of publication in The City Record. There was 

much advance notice of the proposal outside of and long before the official scoping 

process, providing broad awareness to potentially affected parties. The Mayor publicly 

announced the intent to create a restriction in November 2015; DCP reached out directly 

to the self-storage industry in December 2015 and again in December 2016; all Borough 

Presidents were briefed in January or February 2017 and IBZ service providers were briefed 

on the proposal January 25 2017. The proposal has been widely reported in the press and 

in self-storage industry trade association publications, such as City Restrictions Against Self-

Storage Development Create New Barriers to Entry, included in the Inside Self-Storage 



newsletter and posted online on January 26th 2017; and Special permits for self-storage in 

IBZs, posted on the Queens Chronicle website on March 9th 2017. Members of the 

industry engaged with prior to scoping, and all community boards, were specifically 

notified of the release of the Draft Scope of Work and the date, time and location of the 

Scoping Meeting by email or mail from DCP. Moreover, no new issues have been raised 

regarding concerns beyond those identified at the scoping hearing. 

Comment 2: The Draft Scope contains incorrect methodologies and incomplete assumptions, fails to 

identify important areas of potential impact, and inadequately analyzes alternatives to the 

Text Amendment. As a result, the public cannot currently meaningfully comment on the 

Draft Scope in its current form. [10, 22] 

Response: The Environmental Assessment, Draft Scope of Work, Final Scope of Work, and Draft 

Environmental Impact Statement follow CEQR Technical Manual guidelines. While 

impossible to predict the future, an analysis framework was developed to best analyze the 

Reasonable Worst Case Development Scenario. Based on public comments, additional 

work was completed and included in the Draft Environmental Impact Statement. This work 

includes, a more robust Analysis Framework, an Alternatives Chapter, and a Project 

Description which includes the needs of businesses and the study of Department of 

Finance Data. A chapter disclosing Unavoidable Adverse Impacts was also included.   

Comment Noted.   

Comment 3: A revised Draft Scope is necessary to analyze alternatives that will enable DCP to both 

achieve its goal to increase future siting opportunities for industrial, more job-intensive 

businesses in IBZs while concurrently avoiding or reducing the adverse impacts of the Text 

Amendment. [10, 22] 

Response: Thank you for your comment. Based on public comments and analysis of potential impacts 

in the DEIS, additional alternatives have been included in the Final Scope of Work and 

analyzed in the DEIS.   

Comment 4:  There has been no planning study or other framework document that concludes self-

storage has any effect on siting of industrial uses. The DEIS should provide data supporting 

the assertions underlying the Proposed Action. Such data should, at minimum, include: 

historical land use changes in non-industrial uses in IBZs; vacant land and industrial vacancy 

data; changes in land value in IBZs; market conditions; and a quantification of the assertion 

underlying the special permit findings: that sites near truck routes, highways and transit 

play an outsized role in the siting of job-intensive industrial uses. Further, the DSOW has 

failed to establish what the actual space needs - in lot area and building square footage - 

are for its "lost opportunity" industrial uses. [11, 15] 

Response: The DEIS  includes a description of the characteristics of the existing industrial properties 

within the IBZs as well as summaries of preliminary findings from ongoing NYC DCP studies 

on the needs and siting challenges of industrial businesses.  

It should be noted that the proposal derives from the Mayor’s November 2015 Industrial 

Action Plan that identified the City’s IBZs as the locations to direct policy that supports the 



growth manufacturing, construction, wholesale, transportation, and repair sectors. That 

plan specifically identified self-storage, which primarily serves residents and provides little 

direct employment, as a use that is inconsistent with the City’s vision to maintain the IBZs 

employment districts and the loci of industrial activity. A 2016 study the NYC DCP entitled 

“Employment in New York City’s Manufacturing Districts” demonstrated that there is 

growth in these sectors within the IBZs, and that the IBZs remain the city’s most active 

industrial areas. The predominant uses in IBZs are also gaining employment in M zones 

citywide: wholesale trade, construction, and transportation. These industries tend to site 

in facilities located on large, horizontally configured sites accessible to highways and truck 

routes. Self-storage facilities in IBZs tend to be located disproportionately on sites that are 

best suited to accommodating these businesses – large, M zoned sites along truck routes 

and among similar types of businesses.  

Furthermore, the DEIS includes an analysis of NYC Department of Finance Detailed Annual 

Sales data. In studying transactions of industrial properties in M districts between 2010 

and 2016, it is clear that the number of transactions, the volume of land that changed 

hands, as well as the price of land on a per square foot basis, all increased. DCP also studied 

large industrial properties in M districts that were sold multiple times between 2010 and 

2016. 30 properties sold twice within that time span, and three properties sold three times. 

On average, the nominal price increase between a first and a second sale amounted to 

113%, meaning that average nominal prices more than doubled for the same property 

between 2010 and 2016. On a monthly basis, the average value of these 33 properties 

increased by a nominal 10 percent. These average increases in land prices are very high 

and the Department of City Planning sees such upward trends in land prices as an 

expression of scarcity: Only an increased demand for large, industrial lots in M districts 

could result in such dramatic price increases over a short time period. 

Comment 5:  According to the most recent 2016 “CoStar Industrial Statistics for New York Outer Borough 

Industrial Market* every quarter of 2016 had a negative absorption of industrial space 

(meaning there is not demand for the space). In fact, since 2017 there have only been 3 

years where there has been a net positive absorption of industrial space. The other 

significant fact from the report is that rents have doubled from $11.56 to almost $19.41 

psf. This rise in rents is prohibitive for manufacturing and industrial companies to 

successfully operate. Therefore they are moving to New Jersey and other areas outside of 

the New York area. Nothing in this Proposed Action will do anything about that. [36]  

Sites redeveloped for self-storage are former manufacturers who chose to leave the city 

because of high operating costs. The buildings had code violations and were sometimes 

unoccupied for years. [24] 

Response: There has been employment growth of industrial businesses within the IBZs since 2010. 

While businesses do often cite high rents and operating costs as a reason for leaving the 

city, for many similar industrial businesses proximity to New York City outweighs the higher 

costs of doing business here. The DEIS  includes describes description of the characteristics 

of the existing industrial properties within the IBZs as well as summaries of preliminary 

findings from ongoing NYCDCP studies on the needs and siting challenges of industrial 



businesses. As described in the Purpose and Need chapter of the DEIS, the proposal is 

intended to maintain suitable siting opportunities for these businesses. 

Comment 6: In our collective staff experience acquiring and developing sites for more than 12 years, 

we have never displaced or competed with manufacturing uses on the sites that we 

develop. [20, 21] 

Response: Comment noted.  

Comment 7:  The rationale for the proposal is flawed, because it doesn't consider the number of jobs 

indirectly supported by self-storage. Self-storage is a “low-job generating use” is an 

erroneous claim. A self-storage operator may not directly employ large numbers of people, 

the facilities act as incubators for the businesses that rely on self-storage. Self-storage 

actually supports many jobs. [11, 15, 20, 21, 26, 30, 36]  

 

Response: The DEIS notes that on average, according to industry sources, 30 percent of self-storage 

customers are businesses, so the majority of customers are households. Numbers stated 

at the scoping hearing reflect this.  

Information about the customers of the self-storage industry is proprietary and not 

available to the Department. Similarly, information about the number of employees 

working at businesses that rely on self-storage is also information that the Department has 

no reliable means of collecting. Assumptions about the indirect employment supported by 

self-storage facilities are highly speculative and even if a reliable method for estimating the 

indirect employment could be established, there would be no way of ensuring that self-

storage would continue to support these businesses over time. 

While the DEIS concludes that the  Proposed Action would limit future self-storage options 

for businesses and could lead to rising rental costs for self-storage users, the  Proposed 

Action is, on balance, expected to support needs of businesses. Based on publicly available 

information, the Department is not aware of any specific industry that depends on self-

storage, and DCP has no evidence that any specific category of businesses relies 

disproportionately on the services provided by self-storage.  

It should be noted that the proposal will continue to allow existing self-storage facilities to 

operate and for new facilities to locate as-of-right within C8 districts and manufacturing 

zones outside of Designated Areas in M Districts, as well as on appropriate sites within IBZs 

by Special Permit. 

Comment 8:  The Text Amendment will impact the entire region's self-storage industry, including, but 

not limited to, developers, lenders, owners, operators and consumers.  

The Text Amendment will have a negative impact on the self-storage industry. NYC is 

already the most underserved market nationwide. [10, 11, 12, 15, 22, 37, 28, 23, 36] 

Response: Comment noted.  The effects of the Proposed Action are evaluated in the DEIS. 



Comment 9: The Draft Scope of Work affirms that the Proposed Action will fail to meet its own stated 

purpose and need: to limit the growth of self-storage in IBZs, thereby supposedly 

facilitating the growth of more job-intensive industrial uses. One must question the 

wisdom of an action that eliminates as-of-right self-storage on over 10,000 acres of land in 

New York City, yet results in only nine fewer self-storage facilities on that land over a 10-

year period. [10, 11, 15, 22, 36] 

Response: The commenter is incorrect. The goal of the Proposed Action is not to reduce the number 

of self-storage facilities, but to ensure that self-storage is sited appropriately and not in a 

manner that conflicts with the City’s economic development policies for Industrial Business 

Zones. The Action would establish a framework to conduct a case-by-case, site-specific 

review process to ensure that the development of self-storage facilities does not occur on 

sites that should remain available to more job-intensive industrial uses. A case-by-case 

framework would allow self-storage facilities to locate in Designated Areas in M districts 

on sites where self-storage facilities are found to be appropriate.  

Comment 10:  Many vacant, dilapidated and often dangerous sites will remain undeveloped eyesores 

providing no value to the community. Many sites are a challenge to develop due to 

location, environmental contamination, poor soil conditions, structural concerns, etc.  

Many of the buildings with conversion potential from typical warehouse /manufacturing 

or industrial use to self-storage serves a greater need for the preservation of existing 

buildings throughout New York. These buildings have been turn of the century in age for 

many have difficulty in meeting todays more modern manufacturing space needs. Most 

often these building have very close structure with large diameter reinforced column 

concrete spacing and deep beams. Many have been cold with no or little climate 

controlled. Most are non-sprinklered and have no fire alarm systems throughout. [12, 20, 

21, 37, 28, 24, 27] 

Response: The purpose and need of this Action is to maintain better siting opportunities for existing 

and new industrial uses. As described in the DEIS, rising industrial rents, low vacancy rates, 

and recent industrial job growth is expected to continue to drive demand for industrial 

uses.  

Comment 11:  The Action will hurt small businesses, low income and minority owned. Tens of thousands 

of small business owners, who cannot afford larger warehouse spaces, rely on self-storage 

as a critical component of their business operations. These small businesses, which are 

engines for job growth in the City, would face reduced availability of storage, higher prices, 

and would be at significant risk of displacement. The commercial tenants (50% of all the 

tenants in the facility) of the storage facility are small companies that are in the freight and 

logistics business and also want to be on convenient truck routes, close to reliable 

transportation, accessible off street loading and unloading, and secure storage. This will 

hurt new start-up businesses. Will hurt e-commerce based home and small businesses. 

[11, 15, 28, 30, 24, 33, 32, 38, 27, 36] 

Response: While the DEIS concludes that the  Proposed Action would limit future self-storage options 

for businesses and could lead to rising rental costs for self-storage users, the Proposed 



Action is, on balance, expected to support needs of businesses. The Department has not 

found any way to independently or reliably verify the amount, type, needs, income, 

corporate structure, minority status or nature of commercial tenants in self-storage 

facilities.  

Based on publicly available information, the Department is not aware of any specific 

industry that depends on self-storage and DCP has no evidence that any specific category 

of businesses relies disproportionately on the services provided by self-storage.  

 

It should be noted that the proposal will continue to allow existing self-storage facilities to 

operate and for new facilities to locate as-of-right within C8 districts and manufacturing 

zones outside of Designated Areas in M Districts, as well as on appropriate sites within IBZs 

by Special Permit. 

Comment 12:  The proposal will make it more difficult to attract new businesses to Queens, including 

manufacturers. [28] 

Response:  As described in the DEIS, existing self-storage will continue to operate and new facilities 

may continue to site in Manufacturing zones and C8 districts in Queens including 

appropriate locations in Designated Areas in M districts and will continue to serve 

businesses and households, as long as demand exists. See also response to comment 7. 

Comment 13:  Rigor and accuracy of this analysis is undercut by the fact that nowhere does the DSOW 

identify how a self-storage facility is defined. As such, the very subject of the action has not 

been determined in the scope, much less defined to the degree of precision needed to 

specifically identify the locations of existing facilities and project where facilities may locate 

in the future with and without the  Proposed Action. The DSOW and RWCDS provide no 

information as to how existing facilities have been identified, how mixed buildings 

containing some self-storage and some other uses are treated, and how certain 

warehouses or moving/storage offices that may not "advertise" themselves as self-storage 

would fall into such to-be-determined definition-have been treated in the RWCDS. To 

complete a RWCDS without defining a self-storage facility is akin to scoping a rezoning 

action without identifying the maximum FAR and permitted uses. Furthermore, with no 

defined subject of the action, how can current or prospective owners, developers, or 

tenants of UG 16D uses determine if this action has any effect on them?  [11] 

Response: The draft proposed zoning definition was added to the Department’s website on March 

14th 2017, about two weeks before the Scoping Meeting. More importantly, self-storage is 

categorized in the North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) and the industry 

has active trade associations. The DSOW and Environmental Assessment Statement 

provide a detailed description of self-storage that is based on a commonly understood 

product and widely accepted industry definition. 

DCP’s database of self-storage facilities in NYC was compiled based on readily available 

data using DCP’s PLUTO database, which includes DOF Building Classifications, DOB 

Building Permit applications, and additional desktop research completed by DCP. The 



sources were generally described in the DSOW, and the potential for minor data 

inaccuracies or incompleteness was admitted. DCP used these sources for a general 

indication of self-storage development trends, since there were no other, more reliable 

sources.  Furthermore, as already described in the DSOW, it is not the intent of the 

Proposed Action to limit the as-of-right development of commercial warehouses or moving 

and storage businesses that do not operate under a self-storage model.  

A definition of self-storage as a use is included in the proposed zoning text amendment 

and may be revised in response to public comment as part of the standard land use review 

process. Any changes would be analyzed according to standard CEQR methodologies 

outlined in the CEQR Technical Manual.  

Comment 14:  A defensibly conservative RWCDS cannot assess a With-Action Condition that assumes 

applicants obtain discretionary relief and must assume special permits pursuant to the 

Proposed Action are not granted. This proposal is essentially a ban, no developer will apply 

for a CPC Special Permit. 

One way in which the RWCDS artificially minimizes the effects of the action is to assume 

that every year, one applicant would successfully obtain discretionary approval of a special 

permit to build a self-storage facility in M-Designated Areas. The DSOW does not provide 

a sound basis for this conclusion.  

The With-Action Condition assumes that past application trends of a Special Permit, similar 

to the Proposed Action, would be used as a reference. The reference used is the existing 

City Planning Commission (CPC) Special Permit for large retail stores in certain M districts. 

Though analysis indicates that for the 10-year timeframe, between 2007 and the end of 

2016, fewer than 10 such special permit applications were granted. It is possible that 

permits were not granted in the Designated Areas, therefore, this might not be a valid 

RWCDS to assume. [9, 11, 15, 36, 20, 21, 25] 

Response: The retail special permits provide a good case study of the potential future use since the 

additional costs and time associated with the approvals could be expected to be similar or 

greater, given the complexity of environmental reviews for large retail developments. An 

assessment of the usage of the retail special permit reveals that there is approximately one 

per year. As described in testimony at the scoping hearing and published in industry 

reports, the self-storage industry in New York City is growing rapidly and highly profitable. 

Since these growth prospects for the sector are even better than for retail, the estimate of 

one Special Permit per year is sufficiently conservative.  

Comment 15: The DEIS must include a detailed analysis of how many viable sites will exist for the as-of-

right siting of self-storage facilities subsequent to the action. DEIS must present a 

substantial analysis that shows the number and availability of development sites outside 

of the M-Designated Areas subsequent to the action will not be significantly impacted. The 

DEIS must properly analyze how much of the land that will be zoned to allow self-storage 

subsequent to the  Proposed Action could or would never be developed for self-storage.  

 • Unbuildable land - streets, parks, playgrounds or open space. 



• Publicly-owned land - properties owned by the city, state, federal governments, public 

authorities, and public utilities. At a minimum, those properties that cannot reasonable be 

redeveloped without discretionary approvals or within the timeframe of the proposed 

analysis period, such as rail yards, wastewater treatment plants, utility substations, 

landfills, etc. 

• Rezoned areas - currently DCP is considering or proposing rezoning actions throughout 

the five boroughs that would eliminate self-storage as a permitted use. 

• Physically infeasible development sites - the scope indicates self-storage facilities have, 

in the past, been built on lots with an average size of 49,500 sf. How much land will meet 

this criterion subsequent to the Proposed Action? How much land cannot accommodate 

self-storage development because it is comprised of small or irregular lots, or made up of 

fully-developed parcels? 

• Infeasible market development sites - areas that have strong market conditions, such as 

SoHo/NoHo in Manhattan, or where residential use is permitted, such as Ml-6 districts in 

Hudson Square or MX districts. 

The study needs to recognize ongoing land use studies that might reduce the quantity of 

such acreage. In addition, certain land use change might entice property owners to 

displace existing self-storage tenants for higher earning uses pursuant to rezoning. Such 

areas include the northern section of the Gowanus Neighborhood Planning Study in 

Brooklyn Community District 6 (CD 6), blocks in Brooklyn Community District 8 (CD 8) 

according to the resolution adopted by Brooklyn Community Board 8 (CB 8) known as M-

Crown, and blocks along Empire Boulevard in Brooklyn Community District 9 (CD 9) and 

Utica A venue in both CD 8 and Brooklyn Community District 17 (CD 17) as part of 

community desired preservation-based rezoning initiatives as areas that might be 

identified to promote residential development according to the Mandatory lnclusionary 

Housing (MIH) program. [11, 36, 15, 9] 

Response: Per CEQR, "generic actions are programs or plans that have wide application or affect the 

range of future alternative policies. Usually they actions affect the entire city or an area so 

large that site-specific descriptions is not appropriate. Examples of generic actions 

undertaken in the city include text changes to the zoning resolution that may affect a wide 

area."  

In order to provide a generic, “order of magnitude” assessment of the effects on siting of 

self-storage, the DEIS considers the total area of land where self-storage will continue to 

be allowed, and removes the estimated area occupied by streets, parks, playgrounds, open 

space, publicly owned land, rail infrastructure, utilities and some areas in Manhattan. An 

inventory of irregularly configured sites is not necessary for a generic assessment, since M 

district bulk regulations are flexible, development of a typical self-storage building remains 

feasible in many cases and in fact, several self-storage facilities have been built on irregular 

lots.  



Announced rezoning plans with known effects on the siting of self-storage are considered 

and removed from the potential future universe of self-storage siting options, if applicable. 

The planning studies mentioned above are currently in the planning phase. No decision 

has been made to move forward with land use changes and the potential effect of the 

proposals on the siting of self-storage is unknown. The analysis will be modified pursuant 

to standard CEQR methodologies if there are publicly announced decisions to move 

forward with these, or any other, rezoning actions.  

DCP also expects that increased demand for self-storage may lead to redevelopment of 

what today would be considered suboptimal sites, as we see with many other highly 

profitable developments, such as residential. 

Comment 16: Over the last three (3) years the number of self-storage developments has increased 

significantly, and a larger portion of these development projects are in IBZs. There is clear 

logic to this trend that the RWCDS dismisses: most of the viable sites outside of IBZs have 

already been built upon, and the majority of the remaining sites are in IBZs. [11, 15, 37] 

Response: The effects of the Proposed Action are analyzed in the DEIS. While the DEIS does not 

support the commenter’s perspective, it should be noted that the determination of the 

potential for significant impacts would not be affected, were the industry more dependent 

than the analysis concludes on siting opportunities in Designated Areas in M districts. 

Comment 17:  Analysis based on the number of facilities only makes practical sense when facilities are 

generally of standard size. There are significant variations of sizes of such facilities, 

therefore, the analysis should be based on the actual floor area of these establishments. 

[9] 

Response:  Based on patterns of recent self-storage development, siting decisions of self-storage 

developments are driven mostly by availability of sites large enough to accommodate off-

street loading, lobby space, and freight elevators for multi-story developments. 

Consequently, it is rare that newly constructed facilities locate on sites smaller than 16,000 

SF, according to an analysis of DCP’s self-storage database. The significant variation in the 

size of recently developed self-storage is driven more by permitted FAR in the underlying 

zoning district than it is by the size of the zoning lot since the pattern of development 

shows that these facilities locate opportunistically on large sites along truck routes or near 

arterial highways. Therefore, zoning lot size, not FAR, is the more relevant consideration in 

the assessment of the potential effects of the proposal on future siting opportunities for 

self-storage.  

Comment 18: A revised Draft Scope should identify and specify how DCP intends to assess impacts on 

environmental justice communities in EJ Areas which already shoulder the outsized 

burdens of environmental impact in New York City. [10] 

Response: Environmental justice analysis is outside of the scope of the CEQR Technical Manual. 

Comment 19: The DSOW needs to include an assessment of the impact of the Text Amendment on self-

storage pricing and capacity and the potential adverse impact on New York City small 

businesses. Such an impact is not wholly fiscal, but rather has the potential to alter 



community character in neighborhoods characterized by small businesses that rely on self-

storage as a cost effective storage option. Small businesses, including industrial and 

commercial businesses and minority- and women-owned business, use self-storage as an 

essential part of their enterprise. The DEIS must provide a specific quantified analysis of 

price increases at self-storage facilities inside and outside the M-Designated Areas and the 

effects on the ability of small business to continue to operate. The overall operating costs 

for businesses also includes the cost of fuel, tolls, and time lost if they were forced to use 

self-storage facilities that are further away. Warehousing is a far more expensive, inflexible 

and logistically complicated option for many businesses. The “on-demand storage” model 

is not cost effective nor viable for the 67 percent of self-storage business customers that 

visit their local self-storage unit on a daily or weekly basis. Valet storage businesses target 

a different audience possessing different needs. [10, 11, 15, 28, 9, 20, 22, 32, 33] 

Response: The CEQR Technical Manual does not require quantifying the increase in the price of 

services that may result from the Proposed Action. While the proposal would limit future 

self-storage options for businesses and could lead to rising rental costs for self-storage 

users, the proposal is, on balance, expected to support needs of businesses.  

It should be noted that the proposal will continue to allow existing self-storage facilities to 

operate and for new facilities to locate as-of-right within C8 districts and manufacturing 

zones outside of Designated Areas in M districts, as well as on appropriate sites within 

Designated Areas in M districts. Neighborhood character will be assessed per CEQR 

Technical Manual guidelines.  

Please see also response to Comment 7. 

Comment 20:  The demand side of the storage issue is an important one and is not reflected in the scoping 

document. Fully one third of our tenants in urban areas are made up of Baby Boomers and 

the Greatest Generation, soldiers or students. Single parent households and families in 

transition. Individuals will also be inconvenienced by placing these facilities nowhere near 

public transportation and this is not addressed anywhere.  

Socioeconomic Conditions analysis should include Indirect Residential Displacement 

analysis. This section should consider the extent, if any, that a reduction in the growth of 

the self-storage industry might lead to an increase of rental fees in the With-Action analysis 

as compared to the No-Action analysis. Such increase in fees should be considered in the 

context of the extent to which it would increase the degree of rent-burdened status for 

households that are dependent on self-storage facilities to manage possessions that are 

not reasonably accommodated in apartment dwellings. [13, 36, 20, 21, 9] 

Response: The DEIS concludes that the Proposed Action may cause the price of storing household 

goods to increase and people may travel further or look for other storage options. The 

CEQR Technical Manual does not require quantifying the increase in the price of services 

that may result from the Proposed Action. However, maintaining and growing diverse 

employment opportunities in industrial areas and siting more job-dense activities near 

transit is an important trade-off that benefits many diverse segments of the city's 

population. The DEIS also notes that as demand for personal storage continues to grow, 



more residential developments may include accessory private storage within buildings, 

providing more opportunities storage closer to residents. Growing segments of the market 

-- such as on-demand storage -- could continue to serve these populations as well.  

Comment 21: A shift in self-storage development to other M and C8 zones will result in traffic impacts. 

This additional traffic generation to inconvenient locations and increased traffic 

on smaller streets and not adjacent to highways has not been adequately addressed by the 

EAS at all. The adoption of this Text Amendment will "prohibit" self-storage use in the 

designated area causing facilities to be built in perimeter locations away from arterials and 

highways causing small street congestion and neighborhood disturbance. [36] 

Response: The prototypical analysis in the DEIS considers the potential for traffic impacts. 

Comment 22: The DEIS must provide a quantitative analysis of not merely the number of jobs directly 

generated by self-storage uses, but also of the number of jobs indirectly supported by self-

storage. Specifically, how many jobs at how many businesses rely on convenient and 

affordable access to self-storage? This figure must be compared with the number of jobs 

that would be generated by the uses the RWCDS concludes would be most likely to replace 

self-storage. [11, 15, 36] 

Response: Information about the customers of the self-storage industry is proprietary and not 

available to the Department. Similarly, information about the number of employees 

working at businesses that rely on self-storage is also information that the Department has 

no reliable means of collecting. Assumptions about the indirect employment supported by 

self-storage facilities are highly speculative and even if a reliable method for estimating the 

indirect employment could be established, there would be no way of ensuring that self-

storage would continue to support these businesses over time. The DEIS includes a 

qualitative description of the broad range of businesses likely to occupy sites in the 

Designated Areas in the Future With the Action that in the No-Action condition would be 

self-storage.  

Comment 23: In identifying the uses that will be assumed as replacement uses for self-storage, this 

proposal treats all IBZs and all sites within IBZs as exactly the same, when they are all 

different. North Brooklyn’s IBZs are different than those in Eastchester, Jamaica or East 

New York. Industry trends, further, also vary widely depending on the borough, the 

surrounding community, the highway and road network and other considerations. 

The DSOW indicates that the Proposed Action will be analyzed as a "generic action" since 

it is "difficult to project the universe of sites where development would be affected by the 

Proposed Action." First, whether or not analysis is difficult is not a determining factor in 

the level of environmental review conducted pursuant to CEQR. Second, though the 

Proposed Action is a citywide text amendment, the Proposed Action's geographic scope is 

narrowly defined. the RWCDS assumes that the  Proposed Action would result in a change 

in land use on a mere total of between five and 14 sites within M-Designated Areas 

(depending on whether the nine special permits assumed to be granted to self-storage 

facilities in M-Designated Areas would result in a change of siting or merely codify a 

previously-targeted site).  



Whether the number is five, 14 or a larger number that we believe would more accurately 

represent the Proposed Action's effects on self-storage siting, DCP should conduct a 

quantified analysis on a site-specific basis in each Designated Area. Each of the 21 existing 

IBZs across the four boroughs that are subject to the Proposed Action represent different 

land use and market conditions. The DSOW already identifies criteria and potential 

development sites within the proposed M-Designated Areas where DCP believes self-

storage would be appropriate and feasible. Based on the DSOW's preliminary siting criteria, 

it would be fairly easy for DCP to identify specific sites that it believes self-storage would 

be reasonably precluded and where other land uses would locate. [10, 11, 15, 20, 21, 22] 

Response:  The Proposed Action is analyzed as a generic action per CEQR Technical Manual guidelines. 

Per CEQR, "generic actions are programs or plans that have wide application or affect the 

range of future alternative policies. Usually these actions affect the entire city or an area 

so large that site-specific descriptions is not appropriate. Examples of generic actions 

undertaken in the city include text changes to the zoning resolution that may affect a wide 

area."  

A representative examples analysis is adequate, since the Department of City Planning 

cannot predict with certainty the kinds of businesses that may occupy a given site within 

the Designated Areas, where self-storage would no longer be permitted as-of-right. 

Although the Designated Areas in M districts are NYC’s most active industrial areas, they 

cover many different neighborhoods in New York City that differ in their real estate market 

conditions and development trends. A quantitative analysis would require DCP to engage 

in multiple levels of assumptions: First, to project potential future self-storage sites, when 

the number of sites that meet “soft site” criteria lies in the thousands, and then to 

hypothesize the nature of the development that could occur instead of the projected 

potential self-storage facility, when a very large array of uses are permitted as-of-right in 

the Designated Areas in M districts. As such, a projection of specific development sites 

would be unduly speculative and not required by CEQR Technical Manual guidelines. 

Comment 24: There is no identification of what uses will actually be assumed as replacement uses for 

self-storage. The Draft Scope is devoid of any specific identification of what manufacturing 

uses will be studied; rather it only states that "representative examples will be developed". 

What these representative examples will be and what data will be used to define recent 

industry trends is not explained. The DSOW provides no rationale for its conclusion that 

industrial uses would be the most plausible developments for these sites. Without more 

thorough analysis of land use trends and consideration of the most prominent non-

industrial sectors in IBZs, the appropriateness of these industrial uses as the foundation of 

the RWCDS has not been established. The plausibility of industrial uses is also questionable 

given that industrial and non-industrial jobs have been growing at the same rate in IBZs in 

recent years and that some of the largest growth in non-industrial sectors are uses, such 

as hotels, bars, restaurants, nightlife, retail and office, which would still be permitted as of 

right under the Proposed Action. 

The RWCDS must study a wide range of possible uses that would replace self-storage, and 

the attendant range of potential significant adverse impact each of those use types may 



trigger. The DEIS must also analyze the potential indirect displacement effects of these 

other (non-self-storage) uses like hotels, restaurants, bars, retail and offices, which would 

be much more likely to be sited on these newly "available" sites rather than industrial uses 

which cannot compete with these uses that would still be allowed as of right with the  

Proposed Action.  

This analysis should be quantitative and conducted on a site-specific basis in each 

individual IBZ where DCP believes this action will have its intended effect. [10,11, 15, 22, 

30] 

Response: Based on this comment and further analysis of Department of Building’s permit data, 

representative examples included a range of development typical of recent as-of-right 

development in Designated Areas in M districts, including non-industrial development. 

While certain non-industrial developments could continue to be developed on some sites 

suitable for self-storage, these uses also directly support a significant number of jobs and 

are consistent with the proposal's purpose and need. However, as shown by the analysis 

of DOB permits issued, industrial uses are seen as the primary competitors for large sites 

in Designated Areas in M districts and it is expected that the proposal will enable some 

existing industrial businesses to remain in place, or new industrial businesses to open. 

Many other permitted as-of-right commercial uses do not directly compete for the same 

large sites as self-storage. For instance, hotels, which are among the more common types 

of new construction with in Designated Areas in M districts, tend to locate on smaller sites 

and in locations away from truck routes and highways. This is confirmed by an analysis of 

DOB Permit data for new construction between 2010 and the end of 2016 in Designated 

Areas in M districts, which shows that only 3 out of 21 new hotels were developed on sites 

larger than 20,000 SF. The market for new office developments, while requiring large sites, 

is not currently viable in almost all Designated Areas in M districts and is rare due to low 

FARs and high parking requirements in most of these areas. Future viable office 

development within Designated Areas in M districts, assuming a market emerges, would 

likely require future discretionary actions such as increases in FAR or reductions in required 

parking. Furthermore, zoning already places size limitations on some categories of retail, 

and bars and restaurants, which have been siting with greater frequency in Designated 

Areas in M districts, also tend to locate on smaller sites. The DEIS provides examples of the 

broad range of uses represented by recent development in Designated Areas in M districts. 

This DEIS considers the type and location of new development and the placement or 

retention of businesses, by means of representative examples. This approach was the most 

appropriate given the myriad of potential scenarios, which exist in Designated Areas in M-

Districts in the With-Action Condition. No technical analysis is planned for these 

representative examples as there is a high level of uncertainty surrounding any potential 

development in the With-Action condition, which would render any analysis of projected 

uses and their impacts meaningless. It is reasonable for the Department of City Planning 

to point to representative examples; however, conducting detailed technical analyses 

would be highly speculative. 

Please see also response to Comment 23. 



Comment 25:  DCP should utilize the most intense industrial uses (such as a waste transfer station), so 

that the public can comment on what would be the reasonable worst case scenario 

resulting from the Text Amendment. [10, 22] 

Response: The representative examples took into consideration the likely future development on 

sites that would be occupied by self-storage in the no-action. The siting of waste transfer 

facilities is highly regulated by DSNY, which has criteria and a process for locating new 

facilities. The action is not expected to result in more waste transfer facilities.  

The intent of the Proposed Action is to maintain suitable future siting opportunities for 

existing and new industrial uses, but it is not expected to significantly affect the amount or 

type of industrial development that would occur in Designated Areas in M districts absent 

the Proposed Action. In the No-Action, it is expected that some of the more traffic-

intensive uses, such as transportation and distribution, would locate on smaller sites 

without off-street loading, potentially closer to residential populations. In the future with 

the action, it is expected that more of these uses would instead locate on sites that would 

have been developed with mini-storage. These larger sites, located closer to truck to 

routes, could better accommodate off-street loading and parking for industrial businesses. 

This is consistent with common principles of good planning and would likely result in net 

reductions in traffic since there would be fewer conflicts and congestion related to on-

street loading and vehicle queuing and less traffic directed through local streets, away from 

truck routes and highways.  

Comment 26: By creating an analysis framework that utilizes the last ten (10) years, the Draft Scope 

minimizes the number of potential sites that would be prime locations for self-storage use, 

but will potentially be occupied by more intense industrial uses following the Text 

Amendment. [10, 22] 

Response: A ten-year analysis frame is typical of environmental review and is representative of effects 

that can reasonably be anticipated in the foreseeable future. The intent of the Proposed 

Action is to maintain suitable future siting opportunities for existing and new industrial 

uses, but it is not expected to significantly affect the amount or type of industrial 

development that would occur in Designated Areas in M districts absent the Proposed 

Action. In the No-Action, it is expected that some of the more traffic-intensive uses, such 

as transportation and distribution, would locate on smaller sites without off-street loading, 

potentially closer to residential populations. In the Future With- Action, it is expected that 

more of these uses would instead locate on sites that would have been developed with 

mini-storage. These larger sites, located closer to truck to routes, could better 

accommodate off-street loading and parking for industrial businesses. This is consistent 

with common principles of good planning and would likely result in net reductions in traffic 

since there would be fewer conflicts and congestion related to on-street loading and 

vehicle queuing and less traffic directed through local streets, away from truck routes and 

highways.  

Please see also Response to Comment 23. 



Comment 27: Draft Scope must be revised to account for the potential indirect business and institutional 

displacement. Non-self-storage industrial uses located within Designated Areas that would 

be adversely impacted by the introduction of more intense, environmentally impactful 

industrial uses. [10, 22] 

Response:  The Proposed Action is not in itself expected to induce development. Numerous factors 

influence the kind of uses that are developed in any given area, which remain beyond the 

scope of the Proposed Action, and which the Department of City Planning has no control 

over. These include real estate markets, business conditions within a particular industry, 

the obtaining of financing, the adequacy of transportation and other infrastructure, the 

circumstances of individual businesses and other factors. Although not a direct effect of 

the action, the occurrence of development on sites can never be excluded. Sites that may 

have become self-storage facilities in the No-Action Condition, in the With-Action 

Condition may be developed for another use instead. Alternatively, an existing use may be 

more likely to remain in a location that would be redeveloped with self-storage in the No-

Action.  

While DCP expects industrial uses to either remain in place or be developed in Designated 

Areas, based on the fact the proposed Designated Areas in M districts are NYC’s most 

active industrial areas and that the majority of new building permits issued by the DOB are 

for industrial uses, certain non-industrial developments could continue to be developed 

on some sites suitable for self-storage. The DEIS includes an analysis of representative 

examples. This approach was the most appropriate given the myriad of potential scenarios, 

which exist in Designated Areas in M-Districts in the With-Action Condition.  

Please see also responses to Comments 23, 24, 25 and 26. 

Comment 28: More industrial uses in IBZs will introduce more environmentally impactful uses to 

residential areas that are in the immediate vicinity of the Designated Areas. [10, 22] 

Response: The intent of the Proposed Action is to maintain suitable future siting opportunities for 

existing and new industrial uses, but it is not expected to significantly affect the amount or 

type of industrial development that would occur in Designated Areas in M districts absent 

the Proposed Action. The proposed text amendment would allow for the siting of more 

job-intensive industrial businesses in locations where there are public policies to support 

them and where there are generally fewer conflicting commercial or residential uses.  

The representative examples take into consideration the likely future development on sites 

that could potentially be occupied by self-storage in the No-Action. In the No-Action, it is 

expected that some of the more traffic-intensive uses, such as transportation and 

distribution, would locate on smaller sites without off-street loading, potentially closer to 

residential populations. In the Future With-Action Condition, it is expected that more of 

these uses would instead locate on sites that would have been developed with self-storage. 

These larger sites, located closer to truck to routes, could better accommodate off-street 

loading and parking for industrial businesses. This is consistent with the purposes of 

manufacturing zones and principles of good land use planning.  



Please see response to Comment 24. 

Comment 29: The DSOW needs to consider that residential population and business community are 

growing, and so demand for self-storage is growing. [28, 20, 21] 

Response:  As noted in the DEIS, the Proposed Action will continue to allow existing self-storage 

facilities to operate and for new facilities to locate as-of-right within C8 districts and 

manufacturing zones outside of Designated Areas in M districts, as well as on appropriate 

sites within Designated Areas in M districts. 

Comment 30: The Special Permit as proposed focuses on whether the zoning lot is appropriate for other 

industrial uses. And these are industrial uses that the self-storage industry has no 

knowledge of. Findings are very vague and open to multiple interpretations. [25] 

Response: Comment noted. Applicants for discretionary land use actions typically employ 

professionals who are able to address Special Permit findings. 

Comment 31: The findings of the Special Permit are not stringent enough. Our concern lies with the 

factors that will shape the required findings for granting a special permit to develop a self-

storage facility in a "Designated Area" in an M district. The City Planning Commission will 

be empowered to grant special permits to applicants when the site in question is not 

optimal for "modern-day" industrial uses. In other words, if a site is deemed "optimal," a 

special permit for self-storage won't be granted. "Optimal" is the wrong standard. The list 

of criteria for characterizing a site as optimal is long and difficult to meet. It includes lot 

size; the design and arrangement of the site; proximity to highways, truck routes, and local 

streets that are configured so that truck traffic leads directly to the site; proximity to public 

transportation; a low potential for future industrial uses to conflict with other nearby uses; 

and minimal investment in nearby industrial uses. More appropriate criteria would be ones 

that demonstrate that the area is viable for industrial uses such as low vacancy rates in the 

area and rising land costs, two indicators of demand for industrial space. [18, 26, 19]. 

Response: The EAS and DSOW described the proposed Special Permit findings and illustrated their 

intention, by using the term "optimal". This phrasing was descriptive and does not 

correspond to the language of the proposed zoning text, which postulates as a finding that 

the industrial use of a lot or building would be "impractical". 

The proposed Findings reflect the rationale driving the proposed Zoning Text Amendment. 

The Findings have been written to differentiate between sites, where industrial, more job-

intensive uses would likely locate in the future, and sites that would prove unlikely or 

inadequate for future industrial business locations. While it is true that industrial 

businesses may in some instances operate i.e. on small lots, lots with inadequate truck 

access, or lots located in areas where there is a potential for land use conflicts with other 

uses, those are not the kind of sites the Department of City Planning sees as needing to 

remain available to industrial businesses in the future. Such locations represent the kind 

of sites where self-storage facilities may be appropriate, since they would not reasonably 

be detracting from future siting opportunities for more job-intensive industrial businesses.  



Comment 33: The applicable area currently leaves out the 65th Street Rail yard and 2nd-3rd Avenue 

between 63rd and 65th St in Sunset Park. This area is part of the IBZ and should certainly 

be included in the proposal. [6] 

 It appears that the proposed Designated Area is not fully inclusive of the Southwest 

Brooklyn IBZ. The areas of the Southwest Brooklyn IBZ that appear to have been excluded 

are: the block bounded by 3rd Street, 3rd Avenue, the Gowanus Canal, and the 4th Street 

Turning Basin, and a segment of 14th Street between 2nd and 3rd Avenues. IBZs represent 

the most active industrial areas in New York City, and the proposed “Designated Area” in 

the 39th Council District should be as inclusive of the Southwest Brooklyn IBZ as possible. 

[8] 

Council land use staff has identified a number of geographies to DCP staff that require 

more careful discussions – portions of IBZs that have been left out as well blocks within 

core industrial areas that are not included. We look forward to discussing these areas more 

carefully but are concerned by predominately industrial blocks that are in the IBZ but not 

included in the scope of this zoning proposal. [1, 2, 3] 

Need to include entirety of North Brooklyn IBZ. [4, 7, 34] 

Response: Specific areas within IBZs that were identified to the NYCDCP have been incorporated into 

the proposed Designated Areas in M districts.  

Comment 34:  DCP must revise the Draft Scope to include a larger study area alternative, as members of 

the public, as well as elected officials, have asked DCP to increase the number of 

Designated Areas and/or expand the boundaries of the existing Designated Areas. [10, 22] 

Response: Neither a revised Draft Scope nor a larger study area alternative are necessary, because 

the Proposed Action, as publicly announced by the Mayor and the City Council Speaker on 

November 3rd 2015, applies to all Industrial Business Zones. While at the time of the 

scoping meeting, draft Designated Areas in M districts were posted on the NYCDCP’s 

website, those were meant to generally represent the proposed Designated Areas in M 

districts, notwithstanding potential minor and unsubstantial changes to be based on oral 

and written comment submitted in response to the DSOW.  

Comment 34: Just across the Bronx River from the Hunts Point IBZ is an area of M1 zoning that includes 

several large sites that have significant potential for industrial or perhaps other future 

types of development. Two large lots in this immediate area have already been developed 

as CubeSmarts in the past few years. The site I am most concerned about is the former 

"ABC Carpet" site at 1055 Bronx River Avenue. [5] 

There are six blocks of industrial Red Hook between Van Brunt, Columbia Street, Seabring 

Street, and Verona Street that were for some reason not included within the IBZ despite 

being heavily industrial and home to numerous large sites and businesses. [6] 

Response: The proposal is intended as part of the Mayor’s Industrial Action Plan, which specifically 

identifies the IBZs as the locations to advance land use policies supportive of industry. This 



area is outside of the current IBZ. Including it would be contrary to the proposal’s Purpose 

and Need. 

Comment 35: Permit self-storage in certain commercial zoning districts. C4 commercial districts, for 

example, are commercial districts within which large, regional commercial establishments 

are permitted. [10, 22] 

Response: The Department has not found that additional siting opportunities exist for self-storage in 

other commercial districts. The proposed Alternative is not considered consistent with the 

Proposed Action’s objectives, which are to create an appropriate land use framework for 

self-storage. 

Comment 36: Alternative that either excludes certain smaller sites that would be unfit for large industrial 

operations. That excludes certain smaller and/or unsuitable sites that, but for their location 

within an IBZ, would be unsuitable for large industrial operations and thus should continue 

to permit self-storage use without a special permit. DCP should more specifically identify 

siting requirements for its targeted industrial uses (for both new development and 

conversion) in the DSOW and DEIS and limit the special permit to areas and sites that meet 

those requirements, while continuing to allow self-storage as-of-right elsewhere. The DEIS 

should analyze an alternative that more effectively tailors the regulatory framework to the 

underlying planning rationale. An as-of-right alternative should be considered in the 

Designated Areas where self-storage facilities might be permitted to occupy sites below a 

certain lot size, beyond a specified distance from arterial highways, designated truck 

routes, and bus and/or rail transit. [9, 10, 11, 15, 22, 25, 30] 

Response: The DEIS includes an alternative that allows self-storage as-of-right in Designated M Areas 

on smaller sites. 

Comment 41: Smaller study area alternative that either excludes certain portions of IBZs [10, 20, 21] 

Response: The proposal is intended to support IBZs as industrial employment zones. Excluding certain 

IBZs would be inconsistent with the Purpose and Need. 

Comment 42: Prohibit self-storage uses on the ground floor of a building (excluding a lobby) within the 

proposed Designated Areas. This concept of mixed-use has been used very successfully in 

places like Seattle and Portland.  

 Allow for a complementary, cohesive existence of manufacturing/commercial uses and 

their reliance on self-storage facilities. We suggest that DCP establish an exception to the 

requirement of the proposed special permit that will exempt proposed self-storage 

developments that also provide uses permitted in the underlying manufacturing district. 

[10, 12, 22, 30] 

Response: The DEIS includes an alternative that analyzes the effect of allowing self-storage as-of-right 

in Designated Areas above the ground floor in buildings that include an industrial use on 

the ground floor.  

Comment 43: With stated rationale, warehousing should also be subject to Special Permit, because it is 

not job-intense. Alternative should expand the scope of the text amendment to include 



warehouse uses. By excluding warehouses from the Special Permit, the proposal widens 

the viability gap between small businesses and large businesses. Limiting self-storage will 

make competition tilt in favor of large businesses. [10, 22] 

Response: Subjecting other types of Use Group 16 D uses such as warehouses to the proposed Special 

Permit would be contradictory to the Purpose and Need of the Proposed Action. Other 

types of warehouses, commercial storage spaces and moving companies provide not only 

storage but other essential services, such as moving, distribution, logistics and/or supply 

chain management services. Accordingly, warehouses generally tend to hire a greater 

number of employees per establishment. As stated in the EAS, employment data from the 

Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages, collected by the New York State Department 

of Labor, supports this: According to 2015 3rd quarter QCEW data, there were 386 

Warehousing and Storage (NAICS code: 4931) and Used Household and Office Goods 

Moving (NAICS code: 48421) establishments in New York City. On average, each 

establishment employed 17.8 workers, more than 3.5 times the number for self-storage. 

Comment 44: DCP should include an Alternative that permits the as-of-right enlargement of existing self-

storage facilities above and beyond the current maximum permitted FAR in the proposed 

M-Designated Areas and other areas where the use is allowed as of right AND/OR allow as-

of-right enlargement of nonconforming self-storage uses outside of the M-Designated 

Areas above and beyond the existing and current maximum permitted FAR. [11, 15] 

Response: The DEIS analyses a reasonable range of alternatives that would result in reduced 

significant impacts, compared with the Proposed Action. This proposed Alternative would 

appear to present the potential for significant impacts with respect to neighborhood 

character and is not analyzed in the DEIS. 

Comment 45: The text does not address whether existing self-storage facilities should benefit from the 

New York City Department of City Planning's (DCP) anticipated zoning amendments that 

might increase the allowable floor area in IBZs. There needs to be consideration of whether 

such added zoning rights might be leveraged as a marketplace inducement to return 

properties being used as self-storage facilities to a use consistent with the intent of IBZs. 

[9] 

Response: Such a text amendment is not currently proposed. The Proposed Action does not waive a 

future property owner’s right to pursue a zoning change or limit the powers of future 

Planning Commissioners or City Councilmembers to approve changes to zoning.  

Comment 46:  The proposal should include an outright prohibition of self-storage facilities in IBZs. [1, 2, 

3]. 

Response: This comment reflects a potentially higher-impact alternative to the Proposed Action, 

which would increasingly impact the self-storage industry, by not including a discretionary 

approval process upon which self-storage development may be permitted. In the 

Department of City Planning's view, a ban would represent an unnecessarily restrictive 

measure. The Special Permit is a case-by-case framework that would still allow self-storage 

facilities to locate in Designated Areas in M districts on sites where self-storage facilities 



are found to be appropriate. While self-storage should not occupy sites in IBZs that could 

provide siting opportunities for industrial, more job intensive businesses, there is evidently 

a strong demand for storage in NYC. It is known self-storage can present a storage solution 

for both households and businesses, and as such, should be permitted either as-of-right or 

by Special Permit in some areas of NYC. 

Comment 47 The RWCDS reaches the unsupported conclusion that the Proposed Action would result in 

the development of a mere five fewer self-storage facilities in New York City over the next 

10 years (with just four more outside of the Proposed Designated Areas in M Districts ("M-

Designated Areas") and nine fewer inside of the M-Designated Areas). As such, if one 

accepts the RWCDS as valid, then the scope of environmental review and its eventual 

conclusions have essentially already been determined: the Proposed Action would have 

very little quantified effect on development either inside or outside M-Designated Areas, 

and thus very moderate environmental impact. [11, 15] 

Response: Comment noted. 

Comment 48: In NYC, self-storage facilities are used by business owners and demand for space is at an 

all-time high. We strongly believe that convenient access to available, affordable self-

storage facilities are necessary for the growth of small businesses, both commercial and 

industrial in nature. [12, 20, 21, 28] 

Response: Comment noted. 

Comment 49: Tens of thousands of small business owners, who cannot afford larger warehouse spaces, 
rely on self-storage as a critical component of their business operations. These small 
businesses, which are engines for job growth in the City, would face reduced availability of 
storage, higher prices, and would be at significant risk of displacement. Small businesses 
rely on local, easily accessible self-storage facilities for equipment, paperwork, and other 
items. Self-storage is a more affordable option than traditional warehouses. [10, 11, 12, 
13, 14, 15, 20, 21, 22, 27, 28, 32, 33, 38] 

 
Response: Comment noted. 

Comment 50: I support the spirit of the self-storage special permit and its intentions to directly preserve 
important industrial space and IBZs and help combat a portion of speculative real estate 
pricing. However, I'd like to note that this is not the only use that should be limited in the 
zoning amendment, and I can only hope that this is just a start which will lead to including 
the limiting of other encroaching uses that negatively impact IBZs. 

 
While restricting self-storage is a helpful first step in reforming manufacturing zoning, 

more action is needed to stanch the flow of real estate speculation and non-industrial 

commercial businesses into our IBZs. The greatest priority is the restriction on hotels, 

which being so similar to residential uses in their impact, are the most disruptive use 

currently allowed as-of-right in our M zones. The hotel special permit must be fast-tracked 

in order to preserve the integrity of our industrial zones for the industrial businesses that 

are so important to our economy. [4, 6, 7, 16, 29] 



Response: Comment noted. 

Comment 51: The Special Permit is a step towards the realization of the 10 Point Industrial Action Plan 

(2015) to grow 21st Century industrial and manufacturing jobs in NYC. [1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 

16, 26, 31] 

Response: Comment noted. 

Comment 52: Self-storage facilities employ fewer people than a manufacturing business. Fewer than four 

employees work at each self-storage facility, whereas industrial and manufacturing uses 

generate one employee per 500 square feet. A 100,000 square foot self-storage facility 

may have five employees, whereas a manufacturing center would have upwards of 100. 

[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 17, 18, 19, 35] 

 In the Flatlands/Fairfield IBZ, a storage facility occupies four times the space of the previous 

manufacturing/industrial businesses, but only employs 25%, on average, of the previous 

businesses. [31]  

 Industrial businesses provide middle-class jobs and present opportunities for minorities, 

immigrants, and those without a college degree to earn a living wage. [1, 2, 3, 5, 31, 34] 

Response: Comment noted. 

Comment 53: The Proposed Action does not prohibit the development of new self-storage facilities 

anywhere; it creates community oversight for new self-storage developments in specific 

industrial and manufacturing neighborhoods. The Proposed Action will have minimal 

impact on the projected development of new self-storage facilities over the next ten years. 

[16] 

Response:  Comment noted. 

Comment 54: The Proposed Action establishes a solid foundation for much-needed broader use group 

reform. Particularly, there are incompatible uses that should be restricted within the very 

broad M-zone use groups. The special permit is a crucial step in ensuring that 

manufacturing zoned land continues to be used for this purpose. [16] 

Response: Comment noted. 

Comment 55: New York is not the first city to consider restricting self-storage development in order to 

retain siting opportunities for job-generating industrial uses. The three cities regarded as 

the “best practices” standard for industrial zoning – San Francisco, Chicago, and Portland, 

OR – all already restrict or are actively considering restrictions on self-storage in core 

industrial districts. [1, 2, 3] 

Response: Comment noted. 

Comment 56: DEP is unclear what is meant by a prototypical analysis in the case of Air Quality for this 

project. [39] 

Response: Comment noted.  



Comment 57:  DCP must revise the Draft Scope to include a larger study area alternative, as members of 

the public, as well as elected officials, have asked DCP to increase the number of 

Designated Areas and/or expand the boundaries of the existing Designated Areas. [10, 22] 

Response: Neither a revised Draft Scope nor a larger study area alternative are necessary, because 

the Proposed Action, as publicly announced by the Mayor and the City Council Speaker on 

November 3rd 2015, applies to all Industrial Business Zones. While at the time of the 

scoping meeting, draft Designated Areas in M districts were posted on the NYCDCP’s 

website, those were meant to generally represent the proposed Designated Areas in M 

districts, notwithstanding potential minor and unsubstantial changes to be based on oral 

and written comment submitted in response to the DSOW.  
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2              MR. DOBRUSKIN:  Good morning,

3         everyone, and welcome.  This is the public

4         scoping meeting for the Self-Storage

5         Zoning Text Amendment Proposal.

6              For the record, let me note that the

7         City Environmental Quality Review

8         application number for the proposal is

9         17DCP119Y.

10              Today's date is March 30, 2017 and

11         the time is now 10:05 a.m.

12              My name is Robert Dobruskin and I'm

13         the director of the Environmental

14         Assessment and Review Division of the New

15         York City Department of City Planning and

16         I'll be chairing the scoping meeting.

17              The Department is acting on behalf of

18         the City Planning Commission as the lead

19         agency for the proposal's environmental

20         review.  As lead agency, the Department

21         will be responsible for overseeing the

22         preparation and completion of the Draft

23         Environmental Impact Statement, or DEIS,

24         that will be prepared for the Self-Storage

25         Zoning Text Amendment Proposal.
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2              So joining me this morning are

3         several of me colleagues from the

4         Department of City Planning:

5              At the far end on my left is Amanda

6         Eyer, who is a planner in the Housing

7         Economic and Infrastructure Planning

8         Division of the Department, and she's the

9         lead planner for the proposal.

10              Sitting next to her is Eric Kober,

11         he's the director of the Housing Economic

12         and Infrastructure Planning Division.

13              Sitting next to Eric is Jennifer

14         Gravel.  Jen is a planner in the Housing

15         Economic and Infrastructure Planning

16         Division.

17              And to my right is Lisa Blake, who's

18         the senior environmental review project

19         manager in the Environmental Assessment

20         and Review Division, and she's the

21         environmental review project manager for

22         the project.

23              Sitting next to Lisa is Sammy

24         Mirielli (phonetic), who is a project

25         manager in the Environmental Assessment
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2         and Review Division, and he's going to be

3         in charge of the bell today.  He will let

4         you know when your three minutes of

5         speaking time have ended.

6              So together we're all here to receive

7         your comments on the Draft Scope of Work

8         for the Self-Storage Zoning Text Amendment

9         Proposal.  The Draft Scope of Work

10         describes all the subjects that will be

11         analyzed in the upcoming DEIS and

12         describes how the studies will be

13         conducted.

14              For those of you who might not have

15         seen the Draft Scope yet, we do have

16         copies available at the sign-in desk

17         outside of this room, along with the

18         agenda for today's meeting and the

19         protocol for scoping.  And you can also

20         view those materials on the Department of

21         City Planning's website.

22              The purpose of scoping is to allow

23         for public participation in the

24         preparation of the DEIS at the earliest

25         stage possible, and toward that end we'll
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2         have an opportunity today to receive

3         comments on the Draft Scope from elected

4         officials, Community Board

5         representatives, government agencies and

6         members of the public.  In addition to the

7         comments that we will hear today, we'll

8         also be receiving written comments and you

9         can either give us your written comments

10         today or send them in for the next ten

11         days.  The comment period is going to end

12         on Monday, April 10th.

13              At the end of the public comment

14         period, the Department, as lead agency,

15         will review all of the comments that we've

16         received; those that we hear today as well

17         as the written comments, and we'll then

18         decide what changes, if any, need to be

19         made to the Draft Scope of Work.

20              We'll then issue a Final Scope of

21         Work, and it's the Final Scope of Work

22         that will serve as the basis for preparing

23         the DEIS.

24              The meeting is going to be divided

25         into three parts.  During the first part
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2         we'll hear a brief presentation describing

3         the proposal and also summarizing the

4         Draft Scope of Work.

5              During the second part of the meeting

6         we'll receive comments, if any, from

7         elected officials, government agencies,

8         and Community Board representatives.

9              During the third part of the meeting

10         we'll be receiving comments from the

11         members of the general public.

12              If you wish to speak today you will

13         need to fill out a speaker's card, those

14         are available at the sign-in desk.

15              Speaking time is limited to three

16         minutes, and we ask that you direct your

17         comments to the subject of the Draft Scope

18         of Work itself.  Again, we're really

19         looking for your input on the Draft Scope;

20         tell us what subjects you'd like us to

21         analyze, tell us how you'd like us to

22         analyze them, let us know if you agree

23         with the contents of the Draft Scope or

24         not.  We're seeking your input.

25              So now I'm going to turn things over
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2         to Amanda, who will make a brief

3         presentation describing the proposal.

4              (Whereupon, a presentation was given

5         at this time.)

6              MR. DOBRUSKIN:  Thank you, Amanda.

7              So that concludes the presentation

8         and also ends the first part of our

9         meeting.

10              We're now going to move on to the

11         second part of meeting, and that's

12         comments from elected officials, Community

13         Board representatives and government

14         agencies.

15              Our first speaker will be Lacey

16         Tauber representing Council member

17         Reynoso.

18              MS. TAUBER:  Good morning.  My name

19         is Lacey Tauber, I'm legislative director

20         for Council member Antonio Reynoso, who

21         represents the 34th District; parts of

22         Williamsburg and Bushwick in Brooklyn and

23         Ridgewood in Queens.  So I'm going to

24         deliver this testimony on his behalf.

25              Thank you for the opportunity to
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2         speak today on this important issue

3         related to preservation of our City's

4         industrial base.  As I'm sure you're

5         aware, my district contains a large part

6         of the third largest Industrial Business

7         Zone in the City, the North Brooklyn IBZ,

8         as well as a smaller IBZ in Ridgewood,

9         Queens.

10              I'm here to express support for the

11         City-wide special permit for self-storage

12         facilities, but also to raise some related

13         concerns about the continued encroachment

14         into our IBZs by non-manufacturing uses.

15              As I've discussed with DCP many times

16         during the ongoing North Brooklyn IBZ,

17         study I believe that our Industrial

18         Business Zones should remain true to their

19         name and remain industrial.  My

20         constituents face the pressures of a hot

21         real estate market, gentrification, and

22         possible displacement every day, and they

23         depend on manufacturing jobs that provide

24         relatively high wages with low barriers of

25         entry in order to keep themselves and
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2         their families in their communities.

3              Self-storage facilities are not a

4         job-intensive use.  According to the

5         City's analysis, self-storage facilities

6         generate only five jobs.  In contrast, an

7         industrial business of the same size would

8         likely create 50 to 100 jobs, meaning that

9         self-storage is simply not the right use

10         for a zone to foster job creation and

11         development.

12              The supporters of self-storage will

13         tell you these facilities are an ancillary

14         use to the manufacturing zone because

15         their units are primarily used by small,

16         local businesses.  However, when my office

17         asked for data to provide this claim, they

18         did not provide any.

19              While self-storage uses have not

20         proliferated too much in the North

21         Brooklyn IBZ yet, I understand that they

22         are a major issue for other IBZs in the

23         City.  So I appreciate that DCP is

24         considering creating special permits which

25         for us will be a pre-emptive measure that
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2         will keep these spaces from taking over

3         the area moving forward.

4              However, I want to take this

5         opportunity to express my disappointment

6         that the special permit proposals for

7         hotels is not moving forward on the same

8         time frame.  While self-storage remains

9         somewhat scarce in North Brooklyn, it

10         feels like we're constantly seeing new

11         hotel construction in the IBZ.  The

12         Greenpoint/Williamsburg IBZ to the north

13         of my district is nearly gone, turned into

14         a hotel and nightlife district.  This will

15         be the future of the North Brooklyn IBZ

16         unless we take action now.

17              Additionally, more than one hotel in

18         my district has been or is currently being

19         used as a homeless shelter.  Speculators

20         are building these hotels knowing that the

21         City will pay top dollar to house the

22         homeless there.  I, of course, want to do

23         my part to help the City address our

24         homelessness crisis, but I don't think

25         this should happen at the expense of land
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2         that should support the kind of jobs our

3         families need in order to stay out of the

4         shelter system.

5              If DCP is truly committed to keeping

6         industrial land for industrial jobs, as is

7         implied by the self-storage special

8         permit, fast-tracking the hotel special

9         permit and strengthening use restrictions

10         in the industrial core should be obvious

11         solutions.

12              Finally, I want to address the fact

13         that as part of proposal, the IBZ

14         boundaries will now be codified into the

15         zoning text as designated areas and

16         manufacturing zones.  This is an important

17         step that creates a frame work for us to

18         use to take further actions to protect

19         these important areas citywide.  Uses like

20         nightlife, athletic facilities, large

21         retailers, and office development are also

22         taking important sites that would

23         otherwise be used for industrial

24         development.  As the Council argued in the

25         Engines of Opportunity Report, I believe
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2         these uses should also be restricted in

3         the IBZs.

4              However, I'm deeply concerned that

5         DCP has not included complete IBZ areas

6         within its proposed designated areas in

7         manufacturing zones, and that DCP proposed

8         these incomplete boundaries with no

9         consultation with the local elected

10         officials; the industrial business

11         solution providers, who provide support to

12         the businesses in the IBZs; or with the

13         businesses themselves.

14              The proposed boundary in North

15         Brooklyn leaves out hundreds of jobs at

16         critical business that are currently part

17         of the IBZ, such as Won Ton Foods, which

18         employees 250 people.  The proposed

19         boundaries in Ridgewood also leaves out

20         many IBZ lots.  I'm strongly in favor of

21         including all IBZ areas in this proposal

22         and will not be able to support it moving

23         forward if this change is not made.

24              Thank you very much for your time and

25         I look forward to continuing to work with
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2         DCP on policies that support and

3         strengthen manufacturing in New York City.

4         Thank you.

5              MR. DOBRUSKIN:  Thank you very much

6         for your testimony.

7              Are there any other elected

8         officials, Community Board representatives

9         or government agency reps who wish to

10         speak at this time?

11              (No response.)

12              MR. DOBRUSKIN:  If not, we're going

13         to move on to the third part of the

14         meeting, comments from the members of the

15         general public.

16              Just to let you know, if any elected

17         officials do arrive we'll probably call

18         them as they arrive.

19              As I mentioned earlier, speaking time

20         is limited to three minutes.  We'll be

21         timing your testimony and we'll indicate

22         when it's over by ringing the bell.  If we

23         ring the bell, we kindly ask you to

24         conclude your remarks.

25              The first speaker will be Timothy
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2         Deitz followed by Frank Crivello and then

3         Ethan Goodman.

4              MR. DEITZ:  Thank you very much for

5         having me.

6              My name is Tim Deitz, I'm the

7         president and CEO of the National

8         Self-Storage Association.  We represent

9         everyone from the smallest one-property

10         owners to the largest multi-property

11         owners in the biggest cities.

12              I appreciate the opportunity to speak

13         about this issue.  Previous to the 2015

14         announcement about this idea of special

15         treatment for hotels and self-storage, and

16         now apparently only self-storage, we were

17         not meaningfully engaged about our sector

18         by the City.  It appeared to our industry,

19         having not been involved, that a solution

20         was offered before a problem was

21         adequately identified.  If there are

22         misconceptions, I hope can I dispel those

23         ideas today or through a more considered

24         approach.

25              Self-storage has always been a
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2         convenient, nimble alternative to

3         traditional warehousing, where there are

4         more barriers to commerce.  It's less

5         expense and less complex, does not require

6         a bailment relationship; care, custody and

7         control.  Terms can be one month or

8         several years.

9              Our studies indicate that the most

10         important features for these customers,

11         who are looking for self-storage, is

12         convenience, specifically self-access and

13         location to their work and/or home, both

14         unique distinctions from traditional

15         warehousing.

16              Our customers tend to visit their

17         rental space often.  Limiting storage

18         expansion in your city, expecting them to

19         go elsewhere, disrupts the lives of these

20         consumers and businesses, and is an added

21         financial burden for both.

22              What are the businesses storing?

23         Businesses and consumers who are in

24         transition have come to depend on

25         self-storage.  Many of the needs are more
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2         permanent.  About a third say they're

3         storing documents that they're statutorily

4         required to retain, due to government

5         compliance and legal situations.  So

6         they're compelled to maintain control, but

7         they'll have to either pay higher rents

8         nearby, due to the natural order of supply

9         and demand, or incur greater expenses to

10         travel further.  Our business consumers

11         are storing inventory in places where

12         those goods can be conveniently accessed

13         and distributed to their own customers.

14         It's a one-mile business, not a

15         go-somewhere-else business.

16              I certainly understand that access to

17         affordable self-storage is important to

18         our business customers, but I also believe

19         you should consider consumers of

20         self-storage.  Fully one-third of our

21         tenants in urban areas are made up of baby

22         boomers or the greatest generation; in

23         other words, many are retired or

24         transitioning into retire.  Fifty percent

25         are soldiers or students.  Single-parent
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2         households and families in transition also

3         make up a large segment of our clients.

4         Often times these are members of our

5         community in the most vulnerable parts of

6         their lives.

7              This issue deserves greater scrutiny.

8         For example, all research into current

9         self-storage inventory indicates a current

10         supply of less than half the amount of

11         self-storage space here per capita than

12         the availability nationwide.

13              Thank you.  I look forward to a more

14         considerable approach.

15              MR. DOBRUSKIN:  Thank you very much

16         for your testimony.

17              Our next speaker is Frank Crivello

18         and, again, he'll be followed by Ethan

19         Goodman.

20              MR. CRIVELLO:  Good morning.  Thank

21         you for allowing me the opportunity to

22         speak with you this morning.

23              My name is Frank Crivello, I'm the

24         chairman of the New York State

25         Self-Storage Association.
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2              The NYSSA is a state organization

3         made up of several hundred developers,

4         owners and operators of self-storage

5         facilities, including here in New York

6         City.  We're also an affiliate of the

7         National Storage Association.

8              Today I will be brief, because I'm

9         going to be followed by our land-use

10         counsel that will provide additional

11         testimony.  But I felt it was important to

12         say that self-storage facilities provide a

13         critical resource for business and other

14         uses across the City.

15              In the IBZs, self-storage complements

16         many manufacturing and industrial

17         businesses that are unable to access

18         traditional warehouse and storage for

19         multiple reasons.  Small businesses in

20         particular need the affordability and

21         flexibility that self-storage provides, as

22         60 percent of them access their space

23         daily.  Businesses need to be close to the

24         facilities where their materials, tools

25         and supplies are to run their businesses
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2         effectively.

3              This zoning proposal will have a

4         negative impact on small businesses across

5         the City, but particularly in the IBZ

6         zones.  It's more likely to harm than

7         support these industrial businesses.

8              The City's proposal will also

9         negatively impact the self-storage

10         facilities across New York City, which are

11         run by small, local, regional operators.

12         As you know, self-storage is already

13         extremely limited by zoning where it can

14         locate, but this proposal will eliminate

15         major portions of the city where

16         self-storage is permitted by zoning, and

17         where there are feasible development

18         sites.

19              City Planning must thoroughly study

20         this impact of its proposal on the

21         self-storage industry.  And one final

22         note, we believe that the City zoning

23         proposal is ultimately flawed and should

24         not move forward at all, because the Draft

25         Scope itself states that the proposed
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2         action is not anticipated to induce

3         industrial development, which directly

4         contradicts the City's stated rationale

5         for the proposal.

6              A zoning restriction that does not

7         achieve its goal, and negatively impacts

8         the self-storage industry that helps

9         businesses, is not a sound proposal.

10              I'd like to thank you for the

11         opportunity to address you.  Thank you.

12              MR. DOBRUSKIN:  Thank you.

13              Our next speaker is Ethan Goodman and

14         he'll be followed by Armando

15         Moritz-Chapelliquen.

16              MR. CRIVELLO:  Good morning.  My name

17         is Ethan Goodman, I'm a planner from Fox

18         Rothschild.  We represent the New York

19         Self-Storage Association, and next week

20         we'll be submitting detailed written

21         comments on the Draft Scope of Work.  My

22         remarks here today represent a brief

23         summary of those comments.

24              The NYSSA believes this proposal to

25         ban the development of as-of-right
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2         self-storage facilities on the majority of

3         currently available development sites in

4         the city will be wholly infective in

5         projecting or spurring industrial

6         development and creating jobs.  We believe

7         it will actually significantly impact

8         existing small businesses, as well as the

9         self-storage industry as a whole, thereby

10         imperiling jobs not creating jobs.

11              Tens of thousands of small business

12         owners, who cannot afford larger warehouse

13         spaces, rely on self-storage as a critical

14         component of their business operations.

15         These small business, which are engines

16         for job growth in the City, would face

17         reduced availability of storage, higher

18         prices, and would be at significant risk

19         of displacement.  Furthermore, the

20         self-storage industry could potentially

21         face a crippling reduction in site

22         availability and be unable to continue to

23         grow to meet the City's growing population

24         needs.

25              But if you read the Draft Scope and
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2         its analysis framework, you would come to

3         a completely different conclusion.

4         According to the Draft Scope, the action

5         would actually have very little effect on

6         self-storage the city.  The Draft Scope

7         includes that banning as-of-right

8         self-storage in over 10,000 acres of land

9         across the city would result in the

10         development of only nine fewer

11         self-storage facilities on that land over

12         a ten-year period.  Given there are 21

13         IBZs in the city, this means more than

14         half of the IBZs will see absolutely no

15         reduction in self-storage.  And if that's

16         the case, how could there possibly be

17         significant adverse impact through this

18         proposal.

19              But the flip side of this is, if the

20         ten year affects of this proposal are so

21         minimal, how could it ever have its

22         intended affect of protecting sites for

23         supposed job intense and industrial uses?

24              You can't have it both ways.  Either

25         the proposal will have little to no effect
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2         on the location of self-storage, its

3         customers and the industry as a whole and

4         be a complete policy failure, as the scope

5         seems to imply.  Or perhaps it will

6         succeed, if not in spurring industrial

7         uses or jobs, at least in significantly

8         straining self-storage uses.  We don't

9         believe the Draft Scope can assume the

10         action will be a complete policy failure

11         in order to avoid a thorough quantitative

12         assessment of its potential impacts.

13              So specifically we recommend that

14         one, the analysis framework must be

15         revised to arrive at a more realistic and

16         conservative assessment of how many sites

17         will be affected by the action.  Its

18         current conclusion that more than half of

19         the IBZs will not see any reduction in

20         self-storage over ten years as a result of

21         action, just does not withstand a hard

22         look;

23              Two, the EIS must provide a

24         quantified analysis of impact at sample

25         sites in every IBZ where this may change
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2         the use of land.  An qualitative

3         assessment is insufficient as is the

4         scope's statement that essentially we

5         don't know where the changes might occur

6         so we can't assess specific sites and must

7         be generic;

8              Third, the EIS must more rigorously

9         and accurately analyze whether

10         self-storage will continue to be able to

11         operate in the City of New York.  The

12         scope implies self-storage will only be

13         restricted on 42 percent of currently

14         permitted land, but that assumes you can

15         site facilities in places like Sunnyside

16         Yards, Aqueduct Race Track and Riker's

17         Island.  What's the true reduction in

18         availability of sites?

19              The DEIS must provide a more

20         realistic assessment of how this will

21         affect the thousand of business customers

22         of self-storage, many of whom rely on it

23         as a critical part of their business

24         operations.  How will availability be

25         reduced, prices rise, how many jobs will
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2         be lost.

3              And finally, the EIS must rigorously

4         analyze what uses will really replace

5         these relatively quiet, benign and

6         non-polluting self-storage uses.  Would it

7         really be heavier industrial uses?  Which

8         may be louder, more polluting, and result

9         in more truck traffic.  Or perhaps, more

10         realistically, would it be hotels, offices

11         or nightclubs?  Which may have other

12         negative impacts in the surrounding

13         communities.  Both must be studied.

14              Thank you very much.

15              MR. DOBRUSKIN:  Our next speaker is

16         Armando Mortiz-Chapelliquen followed by

17         Jack Guttman and then Mitch Sternbach.

18              MR. MORITZ-CHAPELLIQUEN:  Good

19         morning, everybody.  My name is Armando

20         Mortiz-Chapelliquen, as was mentioned

21         before, I'm with the Association for

22         Neighborhood and Housing Development, also

23         known as ANHD.  And as part of the

24         Industrial Jobs Coalition, a citywide

25         alliance of industrial policy advocates,
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2         community groups, and business service

3         providers, we're here to strongly support

4         the City's proposal to restrict the

5         self-storage in the designated

6         M-Districts, more specifically in the

7         IBZs.

8              By taking this necessary first step

9         at restricting incompatible uses in core

10         industrial areas, the City is beginning to

11         follow through on the commitments that

12         it's mad as part of its 2015 Industrial

13         Action Plan.  But more than that, the

14         proposed action is taking decisive action

15         to preserve the viability of the

16         industrial and manufacturing sector.  A

17         sector that's historically provided access

18         to good paying jobs with low barriers to

19         entry.  And it's really these kind of jobs

20         that make it possible for people to live

21         in the five boroughs.  So the City is

22         doing the right thing by using one of its

23         tools of zoning to make sure that those

24         jobs have a future here in New York City.

25              And as we discuss the proposed action
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2         I think it's really critical to maintain

3         two key points of contact, both for today,

4         as well as over the months of ULURP, if

5         it's to be certified, which we hope it is.

6              But first the proposed the action

7         does not prohibit self-storage across the

8         city, it creates community oversight via a

9         special permit in specific parts of the

10         city, specifically the designated M-Zones

11         or IBZs.

12              And second, as was brought up a

13         couple times already, by the City's own

14         analysis, this proposed special permit

15         would only reduce the total number of

16         special permits by nine in the designated

17         M-Districts.  And if I recall correctly,

18         it's only going to be 81 or 82

19         self-storage facilities in the designated

20         M-Zones.  But outside of that, you're

21         going to see four more.

22              So really when we're talking about

23         how this is going to hurt the industry,

24         we're only talking about five facilities.

25         And given the fact that there's very low
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2         job creation -- unique job creation in

3         each of these facilities, the impact on

4         the facility, which is still able to go up

5         as-of-right in other parts of the city, is

6         really very minimal.

7              So like I mentioned before, the

8         proposed action stops as-of-right

9         development, restricts it, in the

10         designated M-Districts, but it does

11         something much more significant than that.

12         Specifically, it finally adds zoning

13         protections to the Industrial Business

14         Zones.  That's a really big deal.  We're

15         happy about that, we think it's a major

16         step forward for use to perform here in

17         the city, it's something we've been

18         talking about for years, we're happy to

19         partner with the City on this.

20              Granted we have some concerns, some

21         questions, about certain details in this

22         proposal, specifically on the criteria of

23         how the special permits will be allocated,

24         as well as some of the maps.  But we're

25         very confident that we can reach consensus
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2         on those points through a dialogue with

3         the City, as well as making sure the

4         community partners are engaged in this

5         process.

6              So we're really happy with this

7         proposal in the -- foundationally in the

8         thinking of it, specifically, we think

9         it's a really crucial step forward and it

10         sets a really firm foundation for moving

11         forward the conversation on industrial

12         policy, as well as on use to perform more

13         broadly.

14              And any questions, feel free to reach

15         out, but thank you for opportunity to

16         testify.

17              MR. DOBRUSKIN:  Thank you very much

18         for your comments.

19              We're going to go a little out of

20         order.  I think I mentioned earlier that

21         as elected officials arrive, we'll be

22         calling them.

23              So our next speaker will be Ryan

24         Monell, speaking on behalf of Council

25         member Salamanca.
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2              MR. MONELL:  Good morning.  I'm Ryan

3         Monell, policy director for Council member

4         Rafael Salamanca junior, who represents

5         District 17 in the South Bronx, including

6         the Hunts Point and Port Morris IBZs.  He

7         also serves as chair on the subcommittee

8         on Planning Dispositions and Concessions.

9              I want to thank you all today for

10         allowing me to provide testimony.  While

11         we certainly understand both sides of this

12         issue, it is important to us that we do

13         what we can to maintain the ability for

14         both the Hunts Point and Port Morris

15         communities that have historically been

16         centers of industry, incubators for both

17         small and large business growth and job

18         creation to continue to grow and thrive in

19         those ways.  That is why the Council

20         member is in support of the IBZ.

21              As you know, prior to his time as a

22         Council member, in 2014 the City Council's

23         Engines of Opportunity Report called for

24         creation of industrial employment

25         districts, to strengthen manufacturing
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2         zones where uses such as hotels,

3         large-scale retail and office use,

4         restaurants, bars, entertainment venues

5         and self-storage would be no longer

6         allowed as-of-right.

7              In 2015, the Mayor and Council stood

8         together to announce the Ten-Point

9         Industrial Action Plan to grow 21th

10         century industrial and manufacturing jobs

11         in New York City, a plan that included new

12         restriction on hotel and self-storage in

13         manufacturing zones.  Today's scoping

14         hearing on this proposal to restrict

15         self-storage in the Industrial Business

16         Zones is the first step on implementing

17         these important initiatives.

18              Council member Salamanca supports

19         industrial businesses in the district

20         because he recognizes the value of these

21         middle-class jobs to the community.  The

22         average industrial job pays over

23         $50,000 -- and I want to remind every that

24         the AMI for the South Bronx is about

25         $21,000 -- and the industrial workforce is
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2         80 percent minority and 60 percent

3         foreign-born.  These jobs provide

4         opportunities for many New Yorkers,

5         especially recent immigrants and those of

6         that with college degree, to earn a living

7         wage and raise a family in dignity,

8         providing an opportunity for the next

9         generation to advance.

10              While self-storage facilities have

11         been popping up on industrial land

12         throughout the Bronx, they produce very

13         few jobs.  We should not allow storage

14         facilities to gobble up industrial sites

15         that could otherwise be used for must more

16         job-intensive businesses.

17              While Councilman Salamanca supports

18         this proposal overall, he is concerned

19         about a specific area in the manufacturing

20         zoning in his district that he believes

21         should be included.  Just across the Bronx

22         River from the Hunts Point IBZ, is an area

23         of M-1 zoning that includes several large

24         sites that have significant potential for

25         industrial or perhaps other future types
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2         of development.  Two large lots in this

3         immediate area have already been developed

4         as CubeSmarts in the past few years.

5              The site he is most concerned with is

6         a former ABC Carpet site at 1055 Bronx

7         River Avenue.  This site is enormous, over

8         five acres large, and there have been

9         rumors that it could be developed as

10         self-storage instead of potential job

11         generating in industrial or commercial

12         uses.  It is right across in the Hunts

13         Point IBZ and has good access to the

14         highway network.

15              We should include this site within

16         the proposed designated areas in

17         manufacturing districts in order to ensure

18         we don't lose the opportunity to develop

19         this site with good jobs for the people of

20         the Bronx.

21              Thank you.

22              MR. DOBRUSKIN:  Thank you very much.

23              Our next speaker is Jack Guttman and

24         he'll be followed by Mitch Sternbach.

25              MR. GUTTMAN:  Good morning.  My name
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2         is Jack Guttman, I'm a real estate

3         developer and I've also developed some

4         self-storage properties.

5              I'm here in opposition to this text

6         amendment.  I believe since this is an

7         environmental review, I think your

8         fundamental basis for your review is

9         flawed, inaccurate and incomplete.  You

10         have a premise right here in your

11         attachment project description that says

12         it' a low job generating use that

13         primarily serves household uses rather

14         than businesses.

15              Have any of you been to a

16         self-storage facility in New York City?

17         Well I'm giving you a few of what a

18         self-storage facility does in New York

19         City.

20              I think the planning part may have

21         done a survey nationally of what the

22         national average is, but the national

23         average doesn't apply to New York City.

24         If you look at the photographs and the

25         list of tenants I've just given you, I
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2         just took one of my random self-storage

3         properties.  In that facility, 45 percent

4         of our tenants are commercial and it's

5         growing.  The premises that it's not job

6         creating, wrong.  The premises that it's

7         primary residential, wrong.  Maybe in

8         suburban Milwaukee or Philadelphia or

9         Tampa, but not New York City.

10              And the other thing to remember here

11         is that there are many commercial tenants

12         that you're looking to find that will --

13         industrial tenants that will occupy sites,

14         already occupy these self-storage

15         properties.  It is you look at the

16         photographs and the list of tenants,

17         you'll see that LuLu Lemon, you'll see

18         that industrial companies that

19         distribute -- pharmaceutical reps are

20         there.  The premises that you're working

21         on for constricting self-storage in this

22         area is a hundred percent wrong for New

23         York City.

24              By the way, if you take the maps that

25         you've created and you look at the 240
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2         self-storage properties and you look at

3         the square footage they occupy, compared

4         to the square footage of all industrial

5         zones, I think you're talking about

6         1 percent of the gross square footage

7         that's out there.  So is it really

8         massively disproportionate in the area?

9         Sure some of are visible, but how much

10         space does it really occupy?

11              The other thing I would ask, there

12         wasn't a report here, is how many new

13         industrial buildings?  You're forgetting

14         the fact that self-storage is being built,

15         tell me the last time in the last 20 years

16         an industrial factory building was built

17         in an IBZ?  What makes you think that

18         constricting self-storage is going to

19         automatically encourage new industrial

20         buildings to get built?  I don't get it,

21         if they haven't been built in 20 years, by

22         restricting these, how is it going to

23         work?

24              You're statistics don't quite jive.

25         New York City has the lowest supply of
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2         self-storage in the country.  The country

3         demand is about seven square feet per

4         person.

5              MR. DOBRUSKIN:  If you have written

6         comments, we welcome them.  There's no

7         limit on the length of written comments.

8              One final concluding sentence.

9              MR. GUTTMAN:  I just think your

10         statistics are flawed.  I think you're

11         wrong in that this doesn't create jobs.

12         And I think the uses -- I would say that

13         we are the WeWork for industry right now.

14         And you're constricting the WeWork for

15         industry, just like office space, you're

16         constricting us and the potential

17         businesses that want to grow, they have no

18         place to go.  They start here and then

19         they go to bigger places.

20              That's what I would say, you're a

21         hundred percent flawed on your

22         environmental review.

23              MR. DOBRUSKIN:  Thank very much for

24         your comments.

25              Our next speaker is Mitch Sternbach
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2         followed by Alef Tadese.

3              MR. STERNBACH:  Good morning.  My

4         name is Mitch Sternbach, I'm from Greater

5         Jamaica Development Corporation.  I'm a

6         standing here for Aron Kurlander, who's

7         director of Business Services of Greater

8         Jamaica Development Corporation.  She's

9         ill today and doesn't wish to infect us.

10              Thank you for the opportunity to

11         speak with you today.  Greater Jamaica has

12         been a frontline economic development

13         organization with day-to-day contact with

14         manufacturing and industrial firms for

15         over 40 years.  In that time we've

16         administered many of the City's local,

17         industrial assistance programs, including

18         the Industrial Park Program, IBZ Program,

19         and more recently the Industrial Business

20         Solutions Provider.

21              Our work for industrial and

22         manufacturing firms in Southeast Queens

23         are focused on creating, retaining and

24         attracting jobs in the community.  The

25         IBZs of Queens, East Jamaica and JFK have
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2         seen their best available sites that

3         historically were used by industrial firms

4         with significant on-site employment, some

5         sites even with hundreds of employees

6         on-site, being repurposed as self-storage

7         facilities.

8              Now as manufactured zone sites become

9         available in the IBZ, they're priced out

10         of reach for local businesses that provide

11         good paying jobs for community members.

12         So instead of an industrial company

13         purchasing the site for intensive uses,

14         self-storage facilities are built.

15         Self-storage facilities have a very low

16         employee count.  According the City's

17         environmental assessment, on average

18         self-storage facilities have five jobs.

19         That's five jobs in buildings that often

20         exceed 100,000 square feet.  In addition,

21         local businesses have advised us that

22         self-storage facilities offer them limited

23         to no benefit.

24              So we're here today to strongly

25         support the administration, City Council's
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2         commitment to eliminate new self-storage

3         facilities in the IBZ, thereby

4         reestablishing an affordable, industrial

5         expansion model that will allow businesses

6         to stay and create well paying jobs in

7         Southeast Queens.

8              Thank you.

9              MR. DOBRUSKIN:  Thank you.

10              Our next speaker is Alef Tadese

11         followed by Justin Collins.

12              MR. TADESE:  Good morning.  My name

13         is Alef Tadese, I'm here on behalf of the

14         Greenpoint Manufacturing and Design

15         Center, the City's premiere nonprofit

16         developer of industrial property.

17              To date, GMDC has completed seven

18         industrial redevelopment projects,

19         comprising more than 700,000 square feet

20         of space.  GMDC currently owns and manages

21         five of these properties in North

22         Brooklyn, three of which are in the IBZ.

23         Our tenants include woodworkers, makers of

24         home furnishing, display makers, metal

25         workers and a variety of artisanal trades
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2         and artists who all together provide over

3         600 quality jobs to New York City

4         residents.

5              GMDC has played a vital role in

6         providing quality jobs to New York City

7         residents by helping meet the City's needs

8         for affordable, flexible production

9         experience for small and medium sized

10         manufacturers, and for the past 25 years

11         GMDC has dedicated itself to doing so.  In

12         order to continue our mission in creating

13         and retaining manufacturing jobs in the

14         manufacturing areas of New York City, we

15         want to share our concerns regarding

16         self-storage facilities in the M-Zones.

17              Recently GMDC has found itself

18         competing with self-storage companies who

19         are seeking to purchase industrial in

20         valuable M-Zones from Long Island City to

21         Crown Heights to East New York.  The

22         proliferation of self-storage facilities

23         in M-Zones has resulted in a loss of

24         potential development projects, which is

25         also a loss of space for manufacturing
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2         businesses and manufacturing jobs.  A

3         100,000 square foot self-storage facility

4         may have five jobs within its walls, where

5         a manufacturing center would have upwards

6         of 100.  Self-storage is another use that

7         can pay a higher price per square foot

8         than the small and medium sized

9         manufacturer, that is the M user in our

10         buildings.  And the loss of quality

11         manufacturing jobs is the result of this.

12              A special permit will limit

13         self-storage development projects where

14         specialized spaces are needed for

15         industrial and manufacturing businesses

16         that provide essential services for New

17         York City and quality jobs for our

18         residents.  GMDC develops buildings that

19         most would consider non-optimal under the

20         criteria laid out for consideration today,

21         and enhanced criteria would be necessary

22         because optimal or not optimal is a poor

23         judge of the ultimate use of a building.

24         However, GMDC would prefer to see a

25         tightening of the zoning text protecting
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2         M-Zones for true industrial uses.  This

3         would go further in ensuring the City's

4         goal of protecting good paying jobs for

5         New Yorkers from encroaching nonindustrial

6         uses.

7              GMDC wants to ensure its industrial

8         space is primarily preserved for

9         industrial and manufacturing uses that

10         result in good paying jobs and limit the

11         amount of speculation that drive up rents

12         in these same manufacturing areas.

13              Thank you.

14              MR. DOBRUSKIN:  Thank you very much.

15              Our next speaker is Justin Collins

16         followed by Marc Sharinn and followed by

17         Ari Goldman.

18              MR. COLLINS:  Good morning.  Thank

19         you for the opportunity to speak.

20              My name is Justin Collins and I'm the

21         director of Strategic Partnerships and

22         Development for the Southwest Brooklyn

23         Industrial Development Corporation, also

24         know as SBIDC, we manage the Southwest

25         Brooklyn areas Industrial Business Zone
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2         and run the Brooklyn Workforce1 Industrial

3         and Transportation Career Center.

4              As both industrial advocates and

5         workforce development professionals, we

6         have serious concerns about the

7         proliferation of self-storage facilities

8         and other incompatible uses in the City's

9         manufacturing zones and IBZs.

10              Self-storage facilities pose a major

11         threat to Brooklyn's industrial economy

12         for a few main reasons.  They're

13         significantly less job intensive than the

14         industrial uses they often replace.  They

15         often take up large plots of land that

16         could instead house multiple industrial

17         business, and they encourage real estate

18         speculation.

19              In the neighbors where we work, there

20         are currently eight self-storage

21         facilities located in M-Zones or within

22         the IBZ.  Four of these facilities are

23         less than a year old or are currently

24         under construction, including all three of

25         the facilities in Sunset Park.  What I'm
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2         saying is that the number of self-storage

3         facilities in M-Zones and the Southwest

4         Brooklyn IBZ has doubled in the past year

5         and doesn't seem to be slowing down.

6              As operators of Brooklyn's only

7         Workforce1 center dedicated solely to

8         industrial and transportation jobs, we

9         know well the value that industrial jobs

10         provide.  These jobs offer strong

11         opportunities for good wages and benefits,

12         as well as career pathways that could lead

13         to real economic mobility, particularly

14         for individuals who have barriers

15         preventing them from accessing other

16         sectors.

17              When a self-storage facility takes

18         the place or a large industrial employer

19         or multiple industrial employers, it

20         creates a loss of jobs, as self-storage

21         only often requires a small crew of

22         workers on a large piece of property.

23              The presence of self-storage

24         facilities in other nonindustrial uses,

25         like hotels, often lead to real estate
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2         speculation, with developers believing

3         they have a better chance of putting a

4         nonindustrial use on to a nearby property.

5         This creates further pressure on local

6         industrial businesses, often tenants

7         themselves, and can ultimately push them

8         out, again, contributing to the local job

9         loss.

10              The proposed special permit

11         requirements, under which a self-storage

12         facility will be allowed in any M-Zone

13         that is not optimal for, quote, modern day

14         industrial uses, is not nearly stringent

15         enough.  Under the Department of City

16         Planning's current definitions, some of

17         the City's most prominent industrial

18         facilities, including the Brooklyn Navy

19         Yard, GMDC's facility in North Brooklyn,

20         and the Bush Terminal Complex in Sunset

21         Park, would not be considered optimal.  It

22         doesn't make sense for self-storage

23         facilities to be allowed on a similar

24         privately-owned site.

25              New York City's industrial community
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2         plays a critical role in our local

3         economy.  It provides good jobs and in

4         many respects keeps the City running.  We

5         need far stricter regulations to protect

6         these industrial uses and industrial jobs.

7         Slowing down the proliferation of

8         self-storage facilities in our M-Zones is

9         essential.

10              Thank you very much for the

11         opportunity to speak.

12              MR. DOBRUSKIN:  Thank you.

13              Our next speaker is Marc Sharinn

14         followed by Ari Goldman.

15              MR. SHARINN:  Good morning, my name

16         is Marc Sharinn and I'm one of the owners

17         of Safe N Lock Self-Storage, a

18         self-storage developer that employees 20

19         people at our headquarters on Eastchester

20         Road in the Bronx.

21              According to an August 2016 report by

22         CBRE, the New York Metropolitan area is

23         the number one under-supplied area for

24         self-storage in the United States.  New

25         York City projects an additional 1 million
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2         people and thousands of new businesses

3         over the next several years.  In this

4         rapidly growing city, where residents and

5         businesses, including manufacturers, need

6         easier access to affordable and flexible

7         self-storage, the City has put forth a

8         proposal that would stunt its growth.

9              Make no mistake about what's being

10         proposed here, the time consuming,

11         unpredictable, and discretionary nature of

12         this special permit process makes it

13         virtually impossible to secure financing

14         or to provide investors with an accurate

15         timeline for construction.  Capital

16         providers have already walked away from

17         deals chilled by the prospect of this

18         proposal.  This is an outright ban on

19         self-storage in the IBZs, and since IBZs

20         represent the vast majority for

21         developable land for self-storage, it is a

22         de facto band for all of New York City.

23              This is an arbitrary ban, which

24         singles out self-storage, and only

25         self-storage, based on no evidence,
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2         whatsoever, that doing so will create jobs

3         or attract manufacturing firms to IBZs.

4         In fact, the exact opposite will likely

5         occur.

6              Businesses need affordable, flexible

7         and local self-storage.  With existing

8         self-storage facilities already near

9         capacity, eliminating competition will

10         hurt businesses and residents and will

11         likely result in sharp price speaks.  I

12         would like to dispel some misconceptions

13         about self-storage.

14              In our collective staff experience

15         acquiring and developing sites for more

16         than 12 years, we've never displaced or

17         competed with a manufacturing use on the

18         sites that we develop.  More often than

19         not we're remediating a contaminated site

20         that's been left vacant and we're building

21         a facility that brings value to local

22         businesses and residents.  Self-storage

23         represents less than 2 percent of the land

24         in IBZs, and further development will have

25         little, if any, impact on other uses.
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2              The demand-side of storage issue is

3         an important one and is not reflected in

4         the scoping document.  While our industry

5         is made up of large colorful buildings in

6         highly visible areas, the reality is that

7         demand is at an all-time high.  With more

8         than 90 percent occupancy in storage

9         facilities across the City, we build where

10         local businesses and residents need our

11         services.

12              Another erroneous claim in the

13         scoping document, is that self-storage is

14         a low job generating use.  This could not

15         be further from the truth.  While a

16         self-storage operator may not directly

17         employ large numbers of people, our

18         facilities act as incubators for the

19         scores of businesses that rely on

20         self-storage.

21              MR. DOBRUSKIN:  If you could conclude

22         your remarks.

23              MR. SHARINN:  In a recent survey of

24         self-storage facilities and IBZs across

25         New York City, we learned that 30 percent
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2         or more of self-storage customers are

3         job-generating businesses; manufacturers,

4         construction firms, retailers, nonprofit

5         organizations.  From the five boroughs,

6         40 percent of these businesses are

7         minority or woman-owned.

8              My partner will pick up where I left

9         off.  Thank you for your time.

10              MR. DOBRUSKIN:  Thank you very much.

11              Our next speaker is Ari Goldman

12         followed by Jeremy Kozin then followed by

13         Frank Relf.

14              MR. GOLDMAN:  My name is Ari Goldman

15         and I'm an owner of Safe N Lock

16         Self-Storage.  I'm going to pick up where

17         Marc left off.

18              City planning predicts that as a

19         result of the proposal, there may be a

20         certain shift in customer demand.

21         Businesses may increasingly lease

22         warehousing space instead of self-storage

23         units and the on-demand storage model may

24         become probable.

25              While there is an marginal difference
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2         between a number of direct employees at

3         warehouse than a self-storage facility,

4         warehousing is far more expensive,

5         inflexible, logistically complicated

6         option for many businesses.  For these

7         reasons, many businesses have gravitated

8         towards more affordable, flexible

9         self-storage.

10              Furthermore, the on-demand storage

11         model is not cost effective nor viable for

12         the 67 percent of self-storage business

13         customers that visit their local

14         self-storage unit on a daily or weekly

15         basis.  Valet storage businesses target a

16         different audience possessing different

17         needs.

18              Finally, I would like to note that

19         this proposal is sadly lacking any attempt

20         at creative compromise.  There's no reason

21         why self-storage cannot continue to

22         co-exist with manufacturers and other uses

23         in IBZs, as has been the case for many

24         years.  This proposal treats all IBZs and

25         all sites with an IBZ as exactly the same,
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2         when they're all different.  North

3         Brooklyn's IBZs are different than those

4         in Eastchester, Jamaica or East New York.

5              Safe N Lock Self-Storage will not

6         revise this proposal.  Moreover, the

7         proposal will hurt local businesses, local

8         residents, and the local economy.  It will

9         make it harder, not easier, for

10         manufacturers to thrive in this already

11         difficult business environment.

12              Additionally, working-class and

13         middle-class New Yorkers who rely on

14         self-storage as an only affordable storage

15         option in this space-constrained city will

16         pay more and travel farther.  There are

17         multiple reasons for manufacturers leaving

18         New York City, but self-storage is not one

19         of them.

20              We truly hope that City Planning

21         rethinks this proposal, and we invite to

22         you to work with the industry on real

23         solutions.

24              Thank you for your time.

25              MR. DOBRUSKIN:  Thank you for your
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2         comments.

3              Our next speaker is Jeremy Kozin

4         followed by Frank Relf and then Natasha

5         Payne.

6              MR. KOZIN:  Good morning.  My name is

7         Jeremy Kozin, I'm a land use and

8         environmental attorney at the law firm of

9         Greenberg Traurig.  We represent PR III/MD

10         Storage I Holdings LLC.  Our client is

11         developer of self-storage properties

12         throughout New York City and has

13         significant concerns with the proposed

14         text amendment.

15              We maintain that the Draft Scope

16         contains deficiencies, such that it is

17         currently impossible to meaningfully

18         comment on the technical areas that will

19         be included in the DEIS, and we request

20         City Planning revise and reissue the Draft

21         Scope.

22              First, the Draft Scope does not

23         provide any alternative beyond the

24         statutorily required no-build alternative,

25         this is inadequate.  An alternative that
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2         permits self-storage in certain commercial

3         zoning districts should be considered.  C4

4         commercial districts, for example, a lower

5         density common outer borough district,

6         where self-storage could be permitted as

7         permitted uses within C4 Districts

8         generate similar environmental impacts and

9         are geographically similar as well.

10              An alternative that expands the scope

11         of the text amendment to include warehouse

12         uses should also be considered.  Unlike

13         self-storage facilities that are

14         frequently utilized by small business

15         owners and community residents, warehouses

16         are typically owned and/or operated by

17         large businesses, and often require few

18         jobs as well.  With technological advances

19         in robotics and automation, the need for

20         warehouse jobs only decreases.  This

21         alternative is reasonable, follows a clear

22         planning rationale and should be

23         considered.

24              Further, an alternative that includes

25         a larger study area must also be
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2         considered, as we've heard today that some

3         members of the public, as well as elected

4         officials, have asked to increase the

5         number of designated areas and/or expand

6         the boundaries of existing areas, this

7         alternative must be included in the

8         revised Draft Scope.

9              The Draft Scope also does not address

10         socioeconomic and community character

11         concerns.  A revised Draft Scope must

12         consider these impacts on small business

13         who make up a significant portion of

14         self-storage customer base.  By excluding

15         warehouses, this text amendment widens the

16         viability gap between small businesses and

17         large businesses that rely on self-storage

18         facilities to store excess goods and

19         equipment, and restricts the development

20         of self-storage facilities will only make

21         the competition tilt in favor of large

22         businesses.

23              The Draft Scope's analysis framework

24         is also inadequate.  The Draft Scope

25         states that as part of the "With Action"
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2         condition, the DEIS will analyze the

3         potential environmental impacts of those

4         manufacturing uses that will occupy sites

5         that would have otherwise been developed

6         with self-storage facilities.  The Draft

7         Scope, however, is devoid of any specific

8         identification of what manufacturing uses

9         will be studied, rather it only states

10         that representative examples will be

11         developed, broadly lists a few types of

12         industries that may be analyzed, and

13         concludes by stating that the businesses

14         analyzed will be based on recent industry

15         trends within New York City.  The Draft

16         Scope does not contain any further

17         information regarding what these

18         representative examples will be or the

19         data that was used for the recent industry

20         trends that will be used and relied upon.

21              It is implausible to as the public to

22         comment of the Draft Scope when the Draft

23         Scope fails to mention a critical

24         component of the DEIS.  The potential

25         environmental impacts of certain
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2         industrial uses that will replace

3         self-storage uses in the designated areas.

4         At a minimum, DCP should utilize the most

5         intense industrial uses so that the public

6         can comment on what would be the

7         "Reasonable Worst Case Scenario" resulting

8         from the text amendment.

9              And lastly, the text amendment's

10         environmental review process has already

11         revealed some shortcomings which will be

12         included in our written comments as well,

13         and the details set forth in the Draft

14         Scope is certainly wanted.  DCP should not

15         act in haste, and must take the time

16         necessary to ensure that the text

17         amendment's environmental review complies

18         with the letter and spirit of CEQR and

19         SEQRA.  For these reasons, we respectfully

20         submit that the DCP revise the Draft Scope

21         and reissue it in draft form to allow for

22         meaningful comment and review.

23              MR. DOBRUSKIN:  Thank you very much.

24         We look forward to reading your testimony.

25              Our next speaker is Frank Relf to be
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2         followed by Natasha Payne and then Maeve

3         Marcello.

4              MR. RELF:  Good morning.  My name is

5         Frank Relf, I'm an architect involved in

6         the design and engineering for projects

7         throughout both non-IBZ and IBZ zones.

8         I'm a member of the New York State

9         Self-Storage Association, as well as the

10         national association, and speak regularly

11         on codes, building-related issues, and

12         zoning impacts to self-storage throughout

13         the country.

14              What I would like to address the

15         board in is some of the statistics that

16         you have for the amount of facilities that

17         represent the percentages in non- and

18         IBZ-related zones.

19              In the last 12 years our firm was

20         responsible for 45 projects throughout the

21         New York Metro area.  Of those 45

22         projects, 28 of them were non-IBZ zones

23         and 17 were within the IBZ zone,

24         representing basically a 62 percent versus

25         a 38 percent ratio that has been for a
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2         combination of the last 15 years.

3              And in terms of what was new

4         development projects, there were 15 new

5         developments in non-IBZ and 10 in the IBZ

6         zone.  And conversion of the existing

7         buildings in non-IBZ was 13 and within IBZ

8         we had 7.  So in total, you have

9         28 percent -- or I should say 28 buildings

10         that were new developments and 17 which

11         were conversions of existing buildings.

12              For IBZ-related projects, you have a

13         ratio which is 59 percent new construction

14         versus 41 percent conversions of existing

15         buildings.  One of the key reasons that

16         most of our developers are within the IBZ

17         zones and not new industrial buildings, of

18         the 17 projects that are within the IBZ,

19         six of them had E-Designations, four of

20         them needed major asbestos and led paint

21         removal, five of them had soil that were

22         non-buildable unless we added all types of

23         structural improvements to make the soil

24         able to withstand any kind of loading

25         within them.
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2              And seven of the buildings,

3         principally the conversion buildings,

4         which stored existing stock throughout the

5         boroughs, and involved major structural

6         repairs, facade replacements and

7         restoration, sidewalk improvements, the

8         planting of street trees, and overall

9         restored older building stock to new uses

10         for the self-storage industry.  And most

11         of these were all new vibrant areas --

12              MR. DOBRUSKIN:  We're working off the

13         same timer.  Your three minutes are up.

14              MR. RELF:  So lastly, of these

15         buildings that were converted, what it did

16         was improve the building's stock by virtue

17         of turning unusable facilities into usable

18         facilities.  Many of them are the

19         turn-of-century warehouse-type facilities,

20         re-enforced concrete, mushroom-packed

21         columns that have very, very tight

22         structural spacing.  Self-storage industry

23         is made up of very small units and a

24         variety of units and are perfect reuses of

25         these facilities for that type of building
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2         occupancy.

3              MR. DOBRUSKIN:  Thank you very much

4         for your comments, and if you have written

5         testimony, we encourage you to submit it.

6              Our next speaker is Natasha Payne

7         followed by Maeve Marcello and then Stuart

8         Beckerman.

9              MS. PAYNE:  Good morning, everyone.

10         My name is Natasha Payne and I am the

11         bookkeeper at Safe N Lock Storage located

12         in the Bronx.  I am also a resident of the

13         Bronx.

14              I'm here to express my concerned

15         oppositions to propose text amendment on

16         self-storage in designated areas.  I have

17         been an employee at S&L for two years and

18         worked for another self-storage company

19         for 12 years before that.  I started as a

20         sales associate with a newly-opened

21         self-storage company in the Bronx in 2003

22         and worked my way up to administrative

23         assistant with the construction group.

24              When I left the company in 2015, I

25         had the opportunity to take a position
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2         with Safe N Lock Storage Company as a

3         bookkeeper.  This upward improvement in

4         both my location and salary would be very

5         difficult outside the storage industry.

6              Saying that very few people work at

7         the self-storage facilities is not

8         painting a true picture of the economic

9         activities created by the self-storage,

10         nor addresses the opportunities associated

11         with the self-storage industry which my

12         career with storage will attest.

13              I'm concerned that if a proposal is

14         passed, Safe N Lock Storage and other

15         communities may be in jeopardy.  I believe

16         the City should -- I don't believe the

17         City should try to boost one industry at

18         the expense of another.  This proposal is

19         bad for business and for everyday New

20         Yorkers, like myself, working in the

21         self-storage business.

22              Thank you.

23              MR. DOBRUSKIN:  Thank you very much

24         for your testimony.  Thank you for coming.

25              Our next speaker is Maeve Marcello to
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2         be followed by Stuart Beckerman and then

3         Kari Bailey.

4              MS. MARCELLO:  Good morning.  My name

5         is Maeve Marcello, I'm a construction

6         manager in Safe N Lock Self-Storage, which

7         is located in the Bronx.  I'm also a

8         current resident of the Bronx, and I've

9         also lived in Jamaica, Queens, one of the

10         areas mentioned in the presentation, for

11         over 20 years.  Based on that I'm

12         expressing my concerned opposition against

13         this particular proposal.

14              I've work at S&L for two years, and

15         prior to that I worked at a steel

16         production company in East New York,

17         Brooklyn, another company of manufacturing

18         in the one of the IBZs in Brooklyn.  Based

19         on that, with that past in manufacturing,

20         this is causing the issue with those small

21         businesses to effectively help them grow

22         and continue manufacturing in New York

23         City.

24              Manufacturing is squeezed by cost

25         release, is having them to downsize their
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2         employees which have forced me to move on

3         to other companies in the City to keep

4         financially stable.  You have retailers

5         affecting them, also hospitality with the

6         surge of hotels here.

7              Also living in Jamaica, Queens, I've

8         seen the change of Queens from the past in

9         the '90s to now.  And having those areas

10         cornered off for strictly industrial use,

11         they're not actively being pursued.  These

12         properties are sitting and waiting for

13         someone to use them.  And I've seen them

14         sit, that area in Jamaica 186-02, that

15         area has been barren for some time.  Just

16         basic in and out from adjacent properties

17         and that area was dangerous to the

18         community, it's a blight in other areas of

19         Brooklyn as well.

20              It's disappointing to see the City

21         single out storage as one of the causes of

22         stifling manufacturing, it's not the sole

23         cause.  And with housing increasing, it's

24         also hurting manufacturing as well.  There

25         has to be some kind of balance between the
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2         two, it's not solely self-storage.

3              Lastly, being an employee as Safe N

4         Lock for the last two years has really

5         helped my career, stabilized my financial

6         situation, and also continued to have

7         construction projects to work on.

8              I strongly recommend that this

9         proposal is withdrawn, it doesn't help the

10         City, doesn't help the employees that are

11         working at self-storage facilities, and

12         the people that are employed by the

13         construction of these facilities, and the

14         resulting businesses that are getting

15         additional funding and storage -- cheap

16         storage options for their companies.

17              That's my testimony.  I hope that

18         helps with changing your idea of how this

19         is working out.

20              Thank you.

21              MR. DOBRUSKIN:  Thank you very much

22         for coming, we appreciate your testimony.

23              Next speaker is Stuart Beckerman and

24         he'll be followed by Kari Bailey and then

25         Varun Sanyal.
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2              MR. BECKERMAN:  Good morning.  I'm

3         Stuart Beckerman from the law office of

4         Slater & Beckerman.  I'm actually here

5         representing myself as a zoning lawyer.  I

6         have had and I do have some self-storage

7         clients, but that's not why I'm here.  And

8         I'm going to focus on the special permit

9         itself as described in the scoping

10         document.

11              You know, a regular part of what I do

12         is people come to me and they -- during

13         their due diligence period, they ask me to

14         assess a property, to do a full zoning and

15         land use analysis.  And I can tell you

16         just based on what's been described in the

17         scoping document, I just can't imagine any

18         self-storage company buying a piece of

19         property that's subject to this special

20         permit.

21              I question the basis for the

22         prediction that 11 special permits will be

23         sought, at least under the text as

24         described.  A special permit, by

25         definition, reflects a legislative
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2         determination that the proposed use is

3         appropriate at that particular location.

4         But because of potential impacts, an

5         additional level of review is required to

6         ensure that the use is -- that any impacts

7         are mitigated, and that ultimately the

8         special permit will be granted.  That

9         generally is the case, I know there may be

10         some exceptions.  But I think those are

11         special permits that you don't generally

12         see people pursuing.

13              So rather than dealing with the

14         impacts of self-storage use, this

15         particular special permit as proposed

16         focuses on whether the zoning lot is

17         appropriate for other industrial uses.

18         And these are industrial uses that the

19         self-storage industry has no knowledge of.

20         So now they're going to have to prove that

21         these sites are not appropriate for uses

22         that they don't understand.

23              So, you know, the criteria that, at

24         least, have been laid out or the factors

25         that have been laid out as eventually
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2         becoming the basis for the findings that

3         the City Planning Commission will have to

4         make are very vague, and they're open to

5         multiple interpretations.

6              So I just, again, I don't even know

7         how to assess the likelihood of success on

8         a special permit here.  How do I advise a

9         client whether they can meet these vague

10         findings?  So going through these factors

11         that were listed, the first was that the

12         size is not -- is appropriate for

13         industrial development.  And I saw that in

14         one of the examples given, they give a

15         10,000 -- the City Planning gives a

16         10,000-square foot lot as an example of a

17         lot they say is very small for industrial

18         business.  If that's the case, are you

19         saying that even in an IBZ, that sites of

20         a certain size will always be allowed for

21         or should be allowed for uses other than

22         industrial uses?  That's unclear.  If

23         that's the case, then maybe it should be

24         made clear under what circumstances these

25         uses can locate here as-of-right.
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2              MR. DOBRUSKIN:  If you could wrap up,

3         please.

4              MR. BECKERMAN:  I think, you know,

5         again, you know, hooking at -- you have to

6         look at potential for conflicts for future

7         industrial uses.  With existing uses, the

8         level of investment or disinvestment over

9         a five-year period.  You know it's like a

10         two-and-a-half-year period just to file

11         for a special permit.  No one, I can

12         imagine, will buy a piece of property

13         that's subject to special permit.

14              That's basically it.  Thank you very

15         much.

16              MR. DOBRUSKIN:  Thank you.  And if

17         you have written testimony, we do

18         encourage you to submit it.

19              Our next speaker is Kari Bailey to be

20         followed by Varun Sanyal and then Quincy

21         Elly-Cate.

22              MS. BAILEY:  Hi.  My name is Kari

23         Bailey and I'm a graduate at the Pratt

24         Center for Community Development.  Thank

25         you for this opportunity to weigh in on
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2         this important topic.  And I'm delivering

3         this testimony on behalf the Adam

4         Freidman, who is our executive director

5         and cannot be here today.

6              As a long time advocate for the land

7         use and zoning policies that advance the

8         needs of industrial businesses across the

9         City, Pratt Center is very pleased that

10         this important piece of Mayor de Blasio's

11         Industrial Action Plan is being codified

12         through zoning regulations.  This special

13         permit requirement represents an important

14         step in the effort to ensure that the

15         City's shrinking supply of

16         manufacturing-zoned land is less

17         vulnerable to the as-of-right,

18         nonindustrial uses that threaten to erode

19         the industrial integrity of the M-Zones.

20              Our concern lies within the factors

21         that will shape the required findings for

22         granting a special permit to develop

23         self-storage facilities in a designated

24         area in an M-District.  The City Planning

25         Commission will be empowered to grant
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2         special permits to applicants with the

3         site in question that is not optimal for

4         modern day industrial uses.  In other

5         words, if a site is deemed optimal, a

6         special permit for self-storage won't be

7         granted.  Optimal is the wrong standard.

8              If you look at some of the City's

9         most successful industrial projects, such

10         as the Brooklyn Navy Yard or the Manhattan

11         Avenue Building GNDC's, none of them would

12         meet the optimal standard.  The City is

13         about to invest $136 million in the Bush

14         Terminal as the center of the garment

15         production, a building that is clearly not

16         optimal with the definition offered by the

17         City Planning and the Draft Scope of Work.

18              The list of criteria for

19         characterizing a site as optimal is long

20         and difficult to meet.  It includes lot

21         size, the design and arrangement of the

22         site, proximity to highways, truck yards

23         and local streets that are not configured

24         so that traffic leads directly to the

25         site, proximity to public transportation,
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2         a low potential for future industrial uses

3         to conflict with other nearby uses, and

4         minimal investment in nearby industrial

5         uses.

6              There are few development sites in

7         the proposed areas that will meet all of

8         these criteria for optimal.  And many

9         industrial businesses across the City are

10         currently thriving under conditions that

11         do not reflect these criteria.  Therefore,

12         many sites will meet the findings for a

13         special permit and, in effect, render this

14         a weak and infective policy.

15              More appropriate criteria will be

16         ones that demonstrate that the area is

17         viable for industrial uses, such as low

18         vacancy rates in an area and rising land

19         costs, two indicators for demand for

20         industrial space.

21              In summary, the Pratt Center supports

22         the administration's effort to restrict

23         uses that may undermine industrial

24         activities.  Given the real estate market

25         trends, the need to protect industrial
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2         areas from self-storage and other

3         nonindustrial as-of-right uses is likely

4         to grow.

5              Underscoring the importance of

6         encroaching and acting this important

7         policy to ensure that the policy

8         accomplishments stated in objective, we

9         urge DCP to tighten the criteria so as to

10         only grant a special permit for

11         self-storage when a site is genuinely not

12         viable for future industrial use.

13              Thank you and we look forward to

14         working with you more.  And I have plenty

15         of copies of this to give you to right

16         now.

17              MR. DOBRUSKIN:  Thank you very much.

18              The next speaker is Varun Sanyal to

19         be followed by Quincy Elly-Cate and then

20         Adam Gordon.

21              MR. SANYAL:  Good morning, everyone.

22         I'm Varun Sanyal and I serve at the

23         director of Economic Development and

24         Policy at the Brooklyn Chamber of

25         Commerce, and today I'm testifying on
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2         behalf of our president and CEO Andrew

3         Hoan.

4              The Brooklyn Chamber of Commerce is a

5         membership-based, business assistance

6         organization that represents over 2,100

7         members in the Borough of Brooklyn.

8         Implementing thoughtful industrial

9         policies and land use measures that will

10         lead to innovation, as well as preserving

11         and creating new jobs, means taking a

12         comprehensive approach to IBZs in New York

13         City.  Through our various initiatives,

14         the Brooklyn Chamber is committed to both

15         starting and operating industrial

16         businesses in the borough, and we're keen

17         on working with the City of New York to

18         promote a strong business economy in the

19         Borough.

20              While the Brooklyn Chamber supports

21         the goal of the Mayor's Industrial Action

22         Plan, we believe that creating a special

23         permit process for self-storage facilities

24         is not the best solution.  Many small

25         businesses right here in Brooklyn turn to
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2         self-storage as an inexpensive alternative

3         to warehousing their inventory.  This

4         includes manufactures and artisans who see

5         self-storage as complementary to their

6         sectors.

7              Considering costs of real estate, the

8         access to self-storage allows small

9         businesses to minimize expenses.

10         Furthermore, we've already seen evidence

11         of self-storage developments in Brooklyn

12         being shelved due to the uncertainty

13         surrounding this special permit process.

14         Ultimately, this could leave the borough

15         and the City with more vacant lots and

16         derelict properties that are not actively

17         pursued by other buyers.

18              There's no data or evidence presented

19         in the scope that suggests our

20         manufacturers are moving to these sites.

21         Across Brooklyn, blighted sites include

22         vacant lots, tow pounds and extensively

23         damaged buildings that have been improved

24         by the presence of new self-storage

25         facilities, that are properly maintained
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2         and secured.

3              We view self-storage and industrial

4         business as complementary, not

5         competitive.  We urge the City to

6         reconsider their approach to reforming

7         IBZs through a special permit of

8         self-storage and to take a more

9         comprehensive approach to promoting

10         manufacturing across the City of New York.

11              Thank you for the opportunity to

12         testify today.

13              MR. DOBRUSKIN:  Thank you very much.

14              The next speaker is Quincy Elly-Cate

15         to be followed by Adam Gordan and then

16         Darryl Hollon.

17              MR. ELLY-CATE:  Good morning.  My

18         name is Quincy Elly-Cate I work at the

19         Business Outreach Center Network and I'm

20         the industrial business provider for

21         Central Queens, which includes the IBZs of

22         Steinway, Ridgewood, Woodside and Maspeth.

23         I'm also the coordinator for the Maspeth

24         Industrial Business Association.

25              In the Maspeth IBZ alone, there are
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2         over 850 industrial businesses which

3         provide over 15,000 jobs.  Most of these

4         businesses are small, local businesses and

5         75 percent of them have fewer than 20

6         employees.  Many of these businesses have

7         been operating in the areas for

8         generations, and at times employ whole

9         families.  These are businesses that care

10         for their employees and their employees

11         care for the businesses.

12              To be noted, manufacturing jobs in

13         New York City pay workers an average of

14         $50,000 per year, twice as much as what

15         those same workers would earn in the

16         service industry in New York City.

17              So as I walk our IBZs and meet the

18         businesses that have been operating in

19         these designated zones for decades, and

20         which are critical components of the

21         City's economy, I'm saddened and

22         frustrated each time we hear about another

23         long-time member of the community shutting

24         its doors for good or relocating out of

25         state after the landlord has doubled the
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2         rent because there's suddenly a

3         possibility for a quick profit and an

4         alternative use.

5              However, I'm not just sad for these

6         businesses, but I'm sad for the City as a

7         whole.  What will be the long-term

8         implications to vitality of this city if

9         we don't protect the areas that have been

10         its economic engine and created quality

11         employment opportunities for New Yorkers

12         for generations.  The City has prominently

13         displayed its support for affordable

14         housing, but was considered affordable if

15         you don't have a job.

16              Ultimately, I support the spirit of

17         the self-storage special permit and its

18         intentions to directly preserve important

19         industrial space and IBZs and help combat

20         a portion of speculative real estate

21         pricing.  However, I'd like to note that

22         this is not the only use that should be

23         limited in the zoning amendment, and I can

24         only hope that this is just a start which

25         will lead to including the limiting of
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2         active in Manhattan, Brooklyn, Bronx and

3         Queens currently.

4              I believe there are areas of

5         compromise.  You've heard a lot of

6         testimony, I'd like to pose five questions

7         to consider before moving forward on these

8         restrictions.

9              First, can self-storage be

10         accommodated largely on the second floor

11         and basement in manufacturing zones to

12         reserve ground floor space for

13         manufacturing use?  This concept of

14         mixed-use has been used very successfully

15         in places like Seattle and Portland;

16              Second, will prohibition hunt

17         self-storage accelerate the development of

18         hotels and trojan horse homeless shelters?

19         Any restriction on self-storage must be

20         accompanied by similar hotel restricts;

21              Third, does the Planing Commission

22         recognize the potential against non-white

23         and low-income small businesses that will

24         be displaced by the text amendment as

25         written?  Self-storage facilities right
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2         now serve as the home for many of these

3         businesses.  The growth of jobs to

4         regional and national companies with

5         workers commuting to jobs in larger

6         manufacturing facilities are not the same

7         jobs that remain in our communities;

8              Number four, does the text amendment

9         distinguish between on-site and off-site

10         job creation?  Has an analysis been done

11         of the jobs created inside the facilities

12         by the small businesses that occupy space

13         there?

14              And finally, how can the boundaries

15         be designated in a more comprehensive way

16         than they are currently?

17              Thank you very much.

18              MR. DOBRUSKIN:  Thank you very much

19         for your testimony.

20              Our next, and I believe final,

21         speaker is Darryl Hollon.

22              MR. HOLLON:  Thank you, Commission,

23         for giving me the opportunity to speak.

24              My name is Darryl Hollon, I'm an

25         industrial business service provider for
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2         Brooklyn East, which is a BOC network,

3         which includes the Flatlands Fairfield

4         Industrial Business Zone and the East New

5         York business zone.  My testimony is a

6         little different from my colleagues

7         because it comes from practical

8         experience.

9              The 335,000-square foot and 3,600

10         unit storage facility at 5601 Foster

11         Avenue in the Flatlands Fairfield IBZ, is

12         a strong example of the displacement

13         storage facilities create for small

14         industrial slash manufacturing businesses,

15         and one of the defining reasons that

16         special permits to erect the storage

17         facilities.  And any one of the cities 21

18         IBZs is paramount to the preservation and

19         growth of the industrial community as we

20         progress in the 21st century.

21              I stand here today as a previous

22         industrial business service provider from

23         2006 to 2011 for the Flatlands Fairfield

24         IBZ.  And since March 1st of this year, I

25         am currently, again, the industrial
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2         business service provider for the

3         Flatlands Fairfield IBZ.  5601 Foster

4         Avenue was once three locations, which

5         included one on East 56th Street address,

6         Preston Court address, and one on Foster

7         Avenue.

8              These photos attached denote two of

9         these three locations, down 5601 Foster

10         Avenue.  During my previous tenure at FF

11         IBZ, this location housed two steel

12         fabricators on Foster Avenue and East

13         56th Street, a commercial distributor and

14         a commercial shipping company on Preston

15         Court.  The four companies employed

16         20-plus living wage jobs for local

17         residents and most raising a family, a

18         salient point.

19              This storage facility occupying four

20         times the space of the previous tenants

21         only employs 25 percent on average of the

22         employees that manufacturing slash

23         industrial businesses carried.  Storage

24         facility jobs are not middle-class,

25         living-wage income jobs.  And on the other
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2         hand, the average wage of the

3         manufacturing is nearly 52,000 and is more

4         likely to provide crucial benefits to

5         health care.

6              Limiting these storage facilities in

7         the IBZs are part the City's 2015

8         industrial plan to preserve the integrity

9         of the industrial areas.  Unnecessary

10         pedestrian foot traffic and higher rents

11         are a few of the unwelcome byproducts of

12         industrial areas due to presence of

13         big-box companies storage facilities in

14         the IBZs.

15              Requiring a special permit with

16         stringent guidelines for storage

17         facilities and IBZs who will persuade the

18         encroachment of any nonindustrial

19         manufacturing concern in a designated New

20         York City Industrial Business Zone, this

21         is a start.

22              Thank you.

23              MR. DOBRUSKIN:  Thank you very much.

24              Is there anyone else who wishes to

25         speak today?
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2              (No response.)

3              MR. DOBRUSKIN:  If not, we're going

4         to close.

5              Before we do, I just want to thank

6         everyone for coming today and for

7         participating.  I especially want to thank

8         those of you who did speak today.

9              I'd like to encourage everyone who

10         has any thoughts about our Draft Scope of

11         Work to provide us with comments in

12         writing.  Again, the written comment

13         period will remain open until 5:00 p.m.

14         Monday, April 10th.

15              Again, thank you for coming and we're

16         now going to close the scoping meeting.

17              (Time noted:  11:41 a.m.)

18
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2

3 STATE OF NEW YORK      )
                           :  ss.:

4 COUNTY OF QUEENS      )

5

6         I, NICOLE ELLIS, a Notary Public for and within

7      the State of New York, do hereby certify:

8         I reported the proceedings in the within-entitled

9      matter, and that the within transcript is a true

10      record of such proceedings.

11         I further certify that I am not related to any of

12      the parties to this action by blood or by marriage

13      and that I am in no way interested in the outcome of

14      this matter.

15         IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand

16      this 10th day of April 2017.

17
                  ___________________________

19                        NICOLE ELLIS
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April 10, 2017 
 

Robert Dobruskin, AICP, Director 
Olga Abinader, Deputy Director 
22 Reade Street, New York, N.Y. 10007-1216 Room 4E 
rdobrus@planning.nyc.gov  

 
Frank Relf – Frank G. Relf Architect, P.C.: 
 
President and Owner in Business for over 30 Years providing professional architectural and 
engineering services to the self storage industry for site acquisitions and planning, unit mix 
analysis, zoning and municipal approvals, construction documents, bidding and construction 
management.  Projects include new construction, conversions, remodels, expansions and 
specialty storage designs.  He is a licensed architect in multiple states, a long time member of 
Inside Self Storage, New York Self Storage Association and Self Storage Association, has 
lectured on building codes affecting self storage, ways to improve “curb appeal” and has 
written numerous articles regarding development of storage properties.  Presenter for the 
New York Self Storage Association in Real Estate and Finance Summit in March 2013, Self 
Storage Association Spring Conference and Trade Show in March 2014 (Speaker for 
Existing Building Renovations/Additions and New Construction), Inside Self Storage 
Developers Conference, New York City in June 2014 (Speaker for New Construction) and 
in January 2015, 2016 and 2017 at New York Self Storage Association Self Storage 
Investment Forum (Guest Speaker). 
 
 
The purpose of my presentation is to recap our own experiences with providing professional 
architectural and engineering services for various developers and operators of self-storage 
facilities throughout the five boroughs and the relationship to Non-IBZ and IBZ site 
locations for completed projects. 
 
My firm has had a total of 45 Self Storage projects in the 5 boroughs since 2000. Of those 45 
projects 28 (62%) of them were Non-IBZ, and 17 (38%) of the 45 projects were located in 
the Industrial Business Zone. The specific projects are listed below in Table 1 and Table 2. 
 

Table 1          IBZ 
New Building Conversion 

2006 39-25 21st Street, LIC, Queens NY – 
Storage Deluxe 

2004 1125 Wyckoff Avenue, Queens NY – 
Storage Deluxe 

2007 2049 Pitkin Avenue, Brooklyn NY – 
Storage Deluxe 

2013 30-28 Starr Avenue, LIC, Queens NY 
– Storage Post 

2007 464 Stanley Ave, Brooklyn NY – 
Storage Deluxe 

2013 4077 Park Avenue, Bronx NY– 
Storage Post 
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2008 179-26 Jamaica Avenue, Queens NY 
– Storage Deluxe 

2013 112 Bruckner Blvd, Bronx NY – 
Storage Post 

2013 186-02 Jamaica Avenue, Queens, NY 
– SNL Little “E” Site – File with 
OER Office of Environmental 
Remediation 

2014 950 Georgia Avenue, Brooklyn NY – 
LSC 

2013 29-01 Review Avenue, LIC, Queens 
NY – Equator Capital  

2014 Industry City, Brooklyn - Self Storage  

2014 31-07 20th Avenue, Astoria, Queens 
NY – Madison  

2014 1260 Zerega Avenue, Bronx NY – 
Madison 

2015 5002 Second Avenue, Brooklyn NY – 
Banner Development  

  

2015 976 Cypress Avenue, Ridgewood 
Queens, NY – LSC  

  

2016 4139 Boston Road, Bronx – SNL    
 

 Table 2          Non - IBZ 
New Building Conversion 

2000 200 East 135th Street, Bronx NY– 
Storage Deluxe 

2001 1880 Bartow Avenue, Bronx NY – 
Storage Deluxe 

2005 1810 Southern Blvd, Bronx NY – 
Storage Deluxe 

2003 395 Brook Avenue, Bronx NY – 
Storage Deluxe 

2006 2990 Cropsey Avenue, Brooklyn NY 
– Storage Deluxe 

2004 2887 Atlantic Avenue, Brooklyn NY 
– Storage Deluxe 

2006 38-01 47th Avenue, Queens NY– 
Storage Deluxe 

2004 1816 Boston Road, Bronx NY – 
Storage Deluxe 

2006 255 Exterior Street, Bronx NY – 
Storage Deluxe 

2006 945 Atlantic Avenue, Brooklyn NY 
– Storage Deluxe 

2006 170 Cromwell Avenue, Bronx NY – 
Storage Deluxe 

2006 1220 Broadway, Brooklyn NY – 
Storage Deluxe 

2006 955 Bronx River Avenue, Bronx NY 
– Storage Deluxe 

2008 98-26 Jamaica Avenue, Queens NY 
– Storage Deluxe 

2007 1980 White Plains Road, Bronx NY 
– Storage Deluxe 

2013 40 Convent Avenue, Manhattan NY 
–LSC Little “E” 

2008 1425 Bruckner Blvd, Bronx NY – 
Storage Deluxe 

2013 1157 East New York Ave, Brooklyn 
– Safe n Lock 

2013 155 Empire Blvd, Brooklyn NY - 
LSC 

2013 468 Kingsland Ave, Brooklyn NY – 
Storage Plus 

2014 1320 37th Street, Brooklyn NY - LSC 2015 1262 East 14th Street, Brooklyn NY 
(Avenue M) – Extra Space 

2015 1200 McDonald Ave, Brooklyn NY - 
SNL 

2015 32 Grand Avenue, Brooklyn NY –
Storage Post 

2016 3350 Park Avenue, Bronx -Madison 2015 103-39 98th Street, Ozone Park 
Queens – Storage Post 

2016 75-28 Queens Blvd, Queens NY – 
TVG Partners 

  

2016 651 Utica Avenue, Brooklyn NY – 
Safe n Lock 
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New Development 
 Non-IBZ 15   IBZ   10 
 
Conversion 
 Non-IBZ 13    IBZ  7  
 
For the Non-IBZ projects; 15 (54%) were New Buildings and 13 (46%) were conversions. 
For IBZ projects; 10 (59%) were New Buildings and 7 (41%) were conversions 
 
Site Conditions (IBZ) 
17 Projects 

- 6 projects- “E” Designation 
- 4 projects- “Asbestos / Lead Paint 
- 5 projects- Poor Soils / Subsurface issues 
- 7 projects- Structural repairs / Façade restorations 

 
Many of the buildings with conversion potential from typical warehouse /manufacturing or 
industrial use to self-storage serves a greater need for the preservation of existing buildings 
throughout New York. These buildings have been turn of the century in age for many have 
difficulty in meeting todays more modern manufacturing space needs. Most often these 
building have very close structure with large diameter reinforced column concrete spacing 
and deep beams. Many have been cold with no or little climate controlled. Most are non-
sprinklered and have no fire alarm systems throughout. Façade / masonry restorations add 
safety to the streets scape too. Typical of many conversions are the following improvements.  
 
Conversions 

- Turn of century buildings with difficult structural grids to work around concrete 
columns, mushroom caps, close spacing. 

- Cold buildings vs climate control 
- Sprinkler systems, standpipes and fire alarms 
- Energy code improvements 
- Façade restorations 

 
New Construction 

- New buildings on bad sites that others have no uses for 
- Tax benefits, incentives ICIP/ICAX 

 
In Planning Stages / Construction Document 

- Non- IBZ: 8 projects located in Manhattan, Staten Island, Bronx. 
- IBZ: 5 projects located in Long Island City and Brooklyn. 

 
 
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely,  

 
Frank G. Relf, A.I.A. 
Principal 



Mayra DiRico, President 

Howard Graf, Vice President 

Henry Wan, Treasurer 

Fran Biderman-Gross, Associate Treasurer 

Nash Roe, Secretary 

      Richard Dzwlewicz, Associate Secretary 

Albert F. Pennisi, Immediate Past President  

 

   Thomas J. Grech, Executive Director 

 
April 7, 2017 
 
Testimony Regarding the Department of City Planning’s Proposed Zoning Text Amendment to Require a Special Permit for Self-
Storage Facilities in Industrial Business Zones 
 
I am the Executive Director of the Queens Chamber of Commerce.  We represent 1,150 businesses in Queens with more than 
90,000 Queens-based employees.  
 
As the host borough of the City’s two major airports, several commercial and manufacturing hubs, including seven (7) Industrial 
Business Zones and a bustling and diverse residential population, Queens plays a crucial role in our City’s overall economy.  It is 
therefore very important that our City support policies that enable our businesses to thrive and grow. 
 
We are therefore dismayed by the Department of City Planning’s proposed zoning text that would effectively ban self-storage 
facilities from being built in Industrial Business Zones (IBZs). Queens businesses, including MWBEs, rely on self-storage facilities 
to store equipment, tools, documents and other business essentials.   
 
Self-storage has become a more affordable and more flexible warehousing option for many small and mid-sized businesses that 
cannot afford to take on multi-year leases for expensive warehouse spaces.  Self-storage facilities are thriving in and near IBZs in 
Long Island City, Jamaica and Maspeth to name a few areas.  We cannot ignore the rising demand for this service among the 
business and manufacturing community. As Queens grows, both in its residential population and its business community, we 
need infrastructure like self-storage facilities to accommodate that growth. 
 
There are already very few zoning classes available to self-storage developers – M zones and the C8 zone.  IBZs make up a vast 
majority of available sites for future self-storage development and therefore eliminating IBZs as an option will severely hamper 
efforts to further meet self-storage demand.  As City Planning itself notes in its scoping document, prices will increase and access 
will decrease.  
 
Making self-storage more difficult to access and more expensive for consumers will be a major economic burden on existing 
Queens businesses and make it more difficult to attract new businesses to Queens, including manufacturers.  We have not seen 
any evidence that restricting self-storage will help Queens retain or attract manufacturers in IBZs.  In fact, we believe that denying 
manufacturers convenient and affordable ancillary self-storage warehousing for their companies would repel businesses.  
 
Furthermore, we are concerned that if the City blocks self-storage developers from building on sites in the IBZ, many vacant, 
dilapidated and often dangerous sites will remain undeveloped eyesores providing no value to the community, to Queens or to 
the City of New York.  
 
We urge the Department of City Planning to rescind its proposal and, instead, to focus on real ways that that City can encourage 
manufacturing.  The Queens Chamber of Commerce is happy to discuss ways that we can ease various business burdens and 
bring more jobs to the borough.    
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
 
Thomas J. Grech 

 
 
 
 
 

75-20 Astoria Boulevard, Jackson Heights, NY, 11370  •  Phone 718.898.8500  •  Fax 718.898.8599  •  www.queenschamber.org 
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Public	Scoping	Meeting	on	Self-Storage	Text	Amendment	
New	York	City	Department	of	Planning	

Submitted	by	Maeve	Marcello	
Safe	N	Lock	Self-Storage	

March	30,	2017	
		

My	name	is	Maeve	Marcello	and	I	am	the	Construction	Manager	at	Safe	N	Lock	Self	Storage	
located	in	the	Bronx.	I	am	also	a	resident	of	the	Bronx.	I	am	here	today	to	express	my	concern	
and	opposition	to	the	proposed	text	amendment	on	self-storage	in	designated	areas.	
		
I	have	been	an	employee	at	SNL	for	two	years	and	prior	to	that,	I	worked	for	a	steel	production	
company	in	East	New	York.	As	someone	who	works	in	the	self-storage	industry	and	with	a	past	
career	in	manufacturing,	I	believe	that	City	Planning’s	proposal	is	very	problematic.			
		
Manufacturing	is	being	squeezed	by	many	factors	in	New	York	City.	The	need	for	more	housing	
is	squeezing	manufacturing,	as	is	retail	and	hospitality	in	industrial	zones.		
		
My	experience	working	with	the	steel	company	showed	me	that	property	leases	are	not	the	
only	issue	affecting	manufacturers	in	New	York	City	-	taxes,	labor	costs	and	general	operating	
costs	of	being	in	New	York	City	are	all	significant	drivers	of	whether	a	manufacturer	can	survive.	
		
Furthermore,	as	a	construction	manager	at	SNL,	I	visit	sites	under	development	on	a	regular	
basis.	I	often	see	sites	in	under	built	parts	of	the	City	or	distressed	areas.	Many	of	these	
properties	were	formerly	manufacturers	that	chose	to	leave	New	York	City.	Those	buildings	are	
now	filled	with	violations	and	are	blight	on	the	local	community,	sometimes	unoccupied	and	on	
the	market	for	many	years.	
		
It	is	disappointing	for	the	City	to	attempt	to	stifle	an	area	of	growth.	Self-storage	is	growing	
because	the	demand	is	there	and	the	City’s	density	is	increasing	–	both	on	the	residential	and	
business	customer	side.	
		
Lastly,	Safe	N	Lock	has	been	an	extraordinary	career	and	growth	opportunity	for	me.	I	am	
concerned	that	jobs	in	the	self-storage	industry,	like	mine,	are	being	targeted	by	this	proposal.	
This	is	damaging	to	working	class	people	and	to	companies	like	SNL	that	are	serving	a	growing	
need	in	the	City.	
		
I	recommend	City	Planning	withdraw	this	proposal.	
	
Submitted	by:	
Name:	Maeve	Marcello	 	
Company:	Safe	N	Lock	Self	Storage	
Phone:	(646)	780-9133	
Email:	mm@snlstorage.com	
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New	York	City	Department	of	Planning	

Submitted	by	Natasha	Payne	
Safe	N	Lock	Self-Storage	

March	30,	2017	
	

My	name	is	Natasha	Payne	and	I	am	the	bookkeeper	at	Safe	N	Lock	Self	Storage	located	in	the	
Bronx.	I	am	also	a	resident	of	the	Bronx.	I	am	here	today	to	express	my	concern	and	opposition	
to	the	proposed	text	amendment	on	self-storage	in	designated	areas.	

I	have	been	an	employee	at	SNL	for	two	years	and	worked	for	another	self-storage	company	for	
12	years	before	that.		I	started	as	a	sales	associate	with	a	newly	opened	self	storage	company	in	
the	Bronx	in	2003	and	worked	my	way	up	to	a	administrative	assistant	with	the	construction	
group.		When	I	left	this	company	in	2015	I	had	the	opportunity	to	take	a	position	with	SNL	
Storage	as	a	bookkeeper.	This	upward	improvement	in	both	my	vocation	and	salary	would	have	
been	very	difficult	outside	of	the	storage	industry.	

Saying	that	very	few	people	work	at	self-storage	facilities	is	not	painting	a	true	picture	of	the	
economic	activity	created	by	self-storage	nor	addresses	the	opportunities	associated	with	the	
storage	industry,	which	my	career	with	storage	will	attest.	

I	am	concerned	that	if	this	proposal	is	passed,	SNL	Self-Storage	and	other	companies	may	be	in	
jeopardy.	I	don’t	believe	that	the	City	should	try	to	boost	one	industry	at	the	expense	of	
another.	This	proposal	is	bad	for	business	and	for	everyday	New	Yorkers,	like	myself,	working	in	
the	self-storage	industry.		

Submitted	by:	
Name:	Natasha	Payne	
Company:	Safe	N	Lock	Self	Storage	
Phone:	(917)	337-6375	
Email:	tp@snlstorage.com	
		
	



May 19, 2017 

 
To whom it may concern, 
 
 
This statement is being submitted to express concern about the proposed Self-Storage Text 
Amendment to establish a Special Permit under jurisdiction of the City Planning Commission 
(CPC) for all new self-storage development in the proposed “Designated Areas”. 
 
A Forum for LIFE is a non-profit and public charity that focuses on a holistic approach to 
health and wellness. We are a service delivery provider training over 10,000 people a year to 
handle medical emergencies and distress in both children and adults. We offer our training 
sessions, run by certified professionals, to schools, churches, companies and other 
organizations around New York City. In fact, A Forum for LIFE has contracted with multiple 
New York City agencies to provide critical pediatric-care and first-aid trainings. These include 
the Administration for Children Services, the Department of Youth & Community 
Development, the Department of Homeless Services, as well as the Archdiocese of New 
York. 
 
We are a non-profit organization based in Bay Ridge, but our operation requires a great deal of 
equipment and as a result, we have used a storage facility (Extra Space – 201 64th Street, 
Brooklyn – located in an IBZ) for about 10 years, solely for work-related purposes. The 
facility is walking distance from our office making it very convenient to access the essential 
medical equipment, mannequins and other tools needed to deliver medical trainings. We 
utilize our storage unit almost on a daily basis. The storage facility is an essential part of our 
everyday operation.  
 
We hope the Department of City Planning will recognize that self-storage drives economic 
activity and helps small non-profits survive.  The proposed text will affect the number and 
location of future self-storage facilities with the intention of promoting certain kinds of 
industrial jobs in these areas, when in fact, limiting these storage facilities may harm small 
businesses and organizations.    
 
In our experience, storage facilities affect the economic growth of the city positively and I 
hope the Department of City Planning reconsiders its decision to place further restrictions on 
the self-storage industry.    
 
 
Cordially, 
 

Roman Matthews, CEO 

 
A Forum for LIFE, Inc. is a 501 c 3, non-profit New York Corporation and Public Charity. 

 

   
Duns 01-928-0722  

ST-119 EX2389511  
Federal ID 56-2455276  

NYC Vendor 0002820924  
Catholic Charities Vendor 61678 
Registered Charities 21-29-44 

Department of Education Vendor AFO 455276 
 

 
 

216 Wakeman Place 
Brooklyn, New York 11220  

Phone 347 529 8694   Fax 347 628 0477  
www.aforumforlife.org  aforumforlife@aol.com  

http://www.aforumforlife.org/
mailto:aforumforlife@aol.com
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 Public	Scoping	Meeting	on	Self-Storage	Text	Amendment	
New	York	City	Department	of	Planning	

Submitted	by	Andrew	Fishman,	Owner	of	SMR	Craftworks,	Inc.	
March	28,	2017	

	
My	name	is	Andrew	Fishman	and	I	am	the	owner	of	SMR	Craftworks,	Inc.	based	in	Brooklyn.	I	am	submitting	a	
comment	in	response	to	the	Department	of	City	Planning’s	proposed	text	amendment	on	self-storage	in	
designated	areas.	
	
SMR	Craftworks	is	a	full	service	residential	renovation	company,	based	in	Brooklyn	for	15	years,	specializing	in	
customized	top	to	bottom	renovations.	We	employ	10	people	who	are	trained	professionals	in	framing,	
carpentry,	cabinetry,	painting,	tile	and	flooring	installation.	
	
As	a	self-employed	general	contractor,	I	run	my	operation	out	of	a	home	office.	As	you	are	probably	aware,	the	
home	renovation	business	is	an	intensive	one	in	terms	of	equipment	and	materials	required.	For	the	last	three	
months,	I	have	been	renting	a	storage	unit	in	Red	Hook	in	order	to	store	tools,	equipment,	supplies	and	ladders.	
My	client	projects	range	from	installing	floor	tile	to	building	a	new	staircase	to	a	full	gut	renovation	–	all	of	
which	require	a	significant	amount	of	machinery	and	raw	materials.		
	
Most	of	SMR’s	renovation	projects	and	customers	are	based	in	Brooklyn.	Having	local	and	easily	accessible	self-
storage	is	indispensable	to	my	business.	I	access	my	self-storage	unit	in	Red	Hook	three	to	four	times	per	week	
on	average.		
	
When	exploring	options	for	storing	equipment,	I	considered	a	traditional	warehouse	space,	but	it	was	far	too	
expensive,	especially	in	Brooklyn.		Warehouses	require	long-term	contracts	and	are	often	less	accessible	for	a	
business	like	mine	that	needs	flexible	day-to-day	access.	
	
Self-storage	has	become	an	important	part	of	SMR	Craftworks’	logistics.	Small	business	owners,	like	myself,	
need	local	facilities	to	store	our	commercial	goods.	I	would	hope	that	this	option	continues	to	remain	readily	
available	and	affordable	for	business-owners,	like	myself.		
	
I	strongly	recommend	the	Department	of	City	Planning	reconsider	its	proposal	to	limit	the	development	of	
storage	in	New	York	City.		
		
Submitted	by:	
Andrew	Fishman,	Owner	
SMR	Craftworks,	Inc.		
	2779	Strickland	Avenue,	Brooklyn,	NY	11234			
	Phone:	718-637-4246	
Andrew@smrcraftworks.com	
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511 W 25th Street  Suite 709  New York  NY  10001 
Tel: 212.242.7800   Fax: 212.242.2050 

 

April 4, 2017 

 

 

The Environmental Assessment & Review Division 
 
Re:  Review and Comments on 

Environmental Assessment Statement 
Self-Storage Text Amendment  
CEQR 17DCP119Y 

 
The EAS for this Self-Storage text amendment is flawed, full of inaccuracies, 
misrepresentations and incorrect statements. The following is a brief summary of 
the obvious misrepresentations and incorrect statements. 
 
I. Comments on Executive Summary 
 

a. "…self-storage facilities are considered low job generating use and 
primarily serve household rather than business needs."(p. 14)  Where 
are you getting this information from? 

 
Any building like an office building or a retail center is just a building. When 
built and completed it is a vacant building. An office building itself with no 
tenants is a low job generating building until the tenants occupy the 
building. So is a factory building low job generating until a factory occupies 
the building. 

 
A self-storage building is no different than an office building. They both 
create the same number of jobs. It the tenants of the building the create the 
jobs. 

 
In any given 100,000 square foot storage building there are approximately 
1300 different storage units of various sizes and shapes and these are all 
occupied by different tenants depending on their needs. Some of these 
tenants are residential users and some are commercial users. 

 
In New York City the percentage of commercial tenants far exceeds the 
national average and in most storage properties the commercial occupants 
are 50% of the total tenants. 

 
These commercial tenants are in business. They have employees. They 
create jobs by storing, distributing, inventorying and delivering their 
products. 
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These tenants have names like: 32 Degrees Weatherproofing (jacket 
supplier), ABC computer Software, Allergan (pharmaceutical), Alzheimer’s 
Foundation, American Pakistan Foundation, Barkthins (candy distributor), 
CNP Delivery (delivers Time Out Magazine), Dialllo Marnadou (street 
vendor to street fairs), Homer Logistics (bike delivery company of food), 
Lakeview   Apparel Group, Links of London (jewelry distributor) Mayas Hope 
(non-profit charity) OHR Pharmaceutical, Rain or Shine (cane and umbrella 
distributor), Red Bull North America (energy Drink Distributor) , Sullivan 
Street Bakery (bakery racks) , the Belgian Chocolate House (chocolate 
storage and distribution) , Times Square Hospitality, Vero Water 
(distributor), WAD Shoes (shoe distributor),  just to name a few.  

 
b. Let’s look at just 2 of these companies: 

 
Homer Logistics: This is a bike delivery company and every day 150 bike messenger 
staff enter the facility and receive their bike and proceed to spend the day making 
deliveries all over the city. THESE ARE REAL JOBS AND THESE ARE REAL PEOPLE 
WORKING OUT OF THE STORAGE FACILITY WHERE THEIR BIKES ARE STORED. 
ARE THESE NOT JOBS? 

 
Red Bull and Vero Water: every day 10 employees for each of these companies enter 
the building and move inventory from their lockers into their delivery trucks and proceed 
to make deliveries all over the city. ARE THESE NOT JOBS THAT ARE CREATED BY 
THE STORAGE FACILITY. 

 
In one of my properties alone, even though our staff of 10 operates the building, we have 
at least 350 or more wage earners entering and working from the facility every day. 
These are the jobs that are being created. 

 
How are these jobs any different than those of an office worker of manufacturer? JOBS 
ARE JOBS and these are created solely by having the storage available. 

 
Consideration must be given to not the physical building (like and office or industrial 
building) but to the tenant and occupants of the building. 

 
Storage is an incubator for small growing businesses 
 
The fact is that self-storage is an incubator location for small and growing businesses. When a 
company starts that manufactures or distributes any product they are not sure of their demand 
and supply needs. There is a reluctance to take a long term lease commitment for a specific 
space amount because they simply do not know their potential growth of their company. Storage 
gives these companies a month to month location with room to grow their business. 
 
Where is your analysis of the occupants of the facilities and where do you get the percentage of 
commercial to residential tenants? Your basic assumption is incorrect as it applies to New York 
City. 
 
I’m attaching 3 separate articles, one from Extra Space Storage website, second one from 
smallbiztrends.com website, and third from BBC website, all referring to how small businesses 
can are using self-storage units to conduct their business. 
 
Also attached are photos of commercial storage tenants’ units and the list of commercial tenants 
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at a storage facility in midtown Manhattan. 
 
 
II. Background 
 

a. "The present City Administration recognized the... industrial sector for New York City 
such as building construction, freight management, food and beverage distribution, 
bus taxi and air transportation, freight management..." (p. 15) 

 
As I have shown you in our example above, the food and beverage distribution is 
actually taking place right in the and from the storage facility for smaller companies 
and as in the Homer logistics so is the taxi and transportation business. The 
delivery of food and packages takes place and starts at the storage facility 

 
What the city is trying to achieve is actually taking place right now from these 
facilities. 

 
b. "self-storage customers are mainly households..." (p.19) This is incorrect and simply 

not the case. Where are you getting this information? You simply cannot take a national 
perspective on use of storage and apply it to New York. Where are you obtaining these 
statistics as it applies to New York City? 

 
c. " Regarding the number of jobs generated by self-storage, the National Self-Storage 

Association states that the average of 3.5 employees work at each facility... " (p. 20) 
 

Yes and how many jobs are created by building an office building or an industrial 
building until the building is occupied by the ultimate end users and the tenants. Your 
premise makes no sense as any commercial building built creates the same number of 
jobs to run and operate the building. 

 
WHERE IS YOUR ANALYSIS OF THE JOBS CREATED BY THOSE TENANTS WHO 
USE AND OCCUPY THE BUILDING LIKE AN OFFICE OR INDUSTRIAL BUILDING? 

 
A BUILDING ITSELF CREATES NO JOBS. 

 
 
Ill. Purpose and Need 
 

a. "self-storage development detracts from the City's economic development objectives for 
IBZs since it is a low job generating use that primarily serves household rather than 
business needs" (p.22) 

 
This is simply not the case, is inaccurate, and with our regard to the actual facts. read 
above " 

 
The commercial tenants (50% of all the tenants in the facility) of the storage facility are 
small companies that are in the freight and logistics business and also want to be on 
convenient truck routes, close to reliable transportation, accessible off street loading and 
unloading, and secure storage. 

 
Not all businesses are created like Fed EX and DHL. These companies started small 
and grew to the size they are now. But they all needed a place to start their business. 
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Where is your detailed analysis of the small business needs and their potential location? 
 

b. "Considering all of the above, self-storage stands out as a low-density employment use 
when compared to other storage and warehousing businesses" (p.22) is an inaccurate 
statement. 

 
Where is the analysis of the actual tenants who occupy the storage facility and the jobs 
that they create? Where is your back up for that statement. 

 
What about the bike delivery companies, the beverage energy drink delivery employees, 
the pharmaceutical reps who pick up their medicine and go to doctor after doctor. All of 
these employees and their jobs are the direct result of having the storage built and 
available in the first place. 

 
c. "the use of self-storage detracts from the city's economic development objectives" (p.22) 

is 100% false. 
 

The businesses that use these facilities are the startups of industry. Apple and 
Microsoft were started in garages and grew from there. So do the companies like 
Barkthins that make and distribute chocolate to the convenience stores in the city, 

 
 
Self-Storage is the We Work of manufacturing and distribution businesses 
 
Think about a company that wants to manufacture and distribute an energy drink or a new 
athletic shoe. They need to manufacture and distribute. Initially they find an existing manufacturer 
who will make a small batch of the new product and then ships it to the new company. They 
need a place to receive and inventory that products and they cannot commit to a long term 
lease and a large space. Self-Storage gives them the month to month location at the size they 
need for the beginning of their business. Where else are they going to go? 
 
This is most certainly satisfying the objective of economic development. Otherwise why are all 
these commercial tenants in business? 
 
 
IV. Proposed Regulatory Mechanism 
 
You should rewrite this to say, "Prohibiting New Self Storage" 
 

If this resolution passes there will never be another self-storage facility built in the 
identified IBZ zones because there will be no way to establish or prove that a "optimally 
accommodate a new building or industrial use". Any site can be an industrial use 
building. 
 
And no developer will attempt to take the 2 year process to go through the ULURP process and     
expense to have the determination made arbitrarily at the end that it is not approved. Nor will    
any land owner or seller wait for a two year period to find out if his property can be sold for that   
use. 
 
So, you might as well simply prohibit the self-storage all together in these zones and not pretend  
that developers will even think of going through the process. Simply will not happen. 
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V. Attachment B Analytical Framework 

a. What is most definitely true is: 
"It is understood that the Proposed Action alone will not directly induce industrial 
development... and the occurrence of industrial development is plausible…" (p.29) 

 
So the prohibition of the self-storage will not induce industrial development. But it will 
prohibit the development of self-storage which in itself does induce commercial tenants 
to occupy storage facility so in effect this Proposed Action is contrary to what it is trying to 
accomplish and that is already a proven fact. 

 
This Proposed Action will detrimentally affect the growth of new start-up businesses by not 
allowing them to exist in the first place. Where is the analysis for this impact? 

 
 
VI. Existing Conditions 
 

a. The EAS fails to properly address the need itself for self-storage and ignores the basic 
facts that can be found anywhere. 

 
The national average need for self-storage country wide is approximately 7 square feet 
per person in the population. The current supply in New York and all of the boroughs is 
approximately 2 square feet per person. 

 
THE DEMAND FOR SELF STORAGE IS OVER 3 TIMES THE CURRENT SUPPLY IN NEW 
YORK CITY AND ALL THE BOROUGHS. 
 

 
 

b. NEW YORK IS THE MOST UNDERSERVED CITY IN THE COUNTRY FOR SELF 
STORAGE. 
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PLEASE REFER TO THE SELF STORGE ASSOCIATION FOR VERIFICATION OF THESE 
STATISTICS. 

 
Where in your EAS do you refer to the needs of the population for this service? Why are 
you ignoring the basic principles of supply and demand and in fact considering the 
restriction of supply even further? 

 
By prohibiting self-storage in 42% of the land area currently zoned M or C8 you have 
restricted the future development and further caused a more significant shortage of a 
needed product. 

 
Where is the analysis of this? 

 
c. What is true is: 

"The potential modest rate increase for self-storage may affect certain households’ and 
small businesses’ ability to rent self-storage units or their ability to pay for such units, if 
demand stays strong. Households and businesses alike may have to travel further to 
access units in the desired price range and rent smaller units result in some 
inconvenience" (p.45) 

 
TRAFFIC IS A BIG ISSUE AND COMPLETELY IGNORED BY THE EAS 
 
I believe this additional traffic generation to inconvenient locations and increased traffic 
on smaller streets and not adjacent to highways has not been adequately addressed by 
the EAS at all. what about all the moving trucks carrying household goods, delivery 
tucks taking commercial goods to be distributed and all the commercial tenants who 
occupy the facility and the traffic they will generate on smaller neighborhood streets? 
This fact it is simply ignored in the report entirely. 

 
d. "The introduction of a new discretionary approval process is likely to present a 

disincentive to the development of self-storage since some self-storage developers may 
be reluctant to undergo the discretionary approval process." (p. 45) This is true and 
should really read all developers will not want to go through the approval process. 

 
And what is the definition of "suboptimal for industrial businesses" (p. 45)? 

 
What is the definition of this and how could anyone possibly prove this ambiguous 
statement? This alone is impossible to prove and further exhibits your desire to make a 
prohibition on the new development by applying an arbitrary condition which is 
inappropriate for new action like this. 

 
Actual Supply and Demand for Industrial Space 

 
According to the most recent 2016 “CoStar Industrial Statistics for New York Outer Borough 
Industrial Market* (article attached) every quarter of 2016 had a negative absorption of 
industrial space (meaning there is not demand for the space). In fact, since 2017 there have 
only been 3 years where there has been a net positive absorption of industrial space. 
The other significant fact from the report is that rents have doubled from $11.56 to almost 
$19.41 psf. This rise in rents is prohibitive for manufacturing and industrial companies to 
successfully operate. Therefore they are moving to New Jersey and other areas outside of the 
New York area. Nothing in this proposed action will do anything to decrease the rent and 
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make the availability any greater.( 
 

 
 
 
VII. Projections 
 
By far this is the most outrageous inadequate part of the entire report and needs to be further 
reviewed in greater detail by industry representatives and others. 
 
THE SIMPLE FACT IS THAT WITH THIS NEW DESIGNATION, NO NEW DEVELOPMENT 
WILL OCCUER IN THE DESIGNATED AREAS EVER AGAIN AND THERE IS THE FLAWED 
DATA IN YOR REPORT. 
 
There will be no new storage in the designated area, NONE 
 
So the number of projected self-storage facilities to be built with this action is grossly 
exaggerated and should be cut proportionally by deducting those designated in the designated 
areas to zero (0) because the condition for approval are impossible to be met and no developer 
will make the effort to attempt approval or pay the expense for the two year period require 
 
 
VIII. Transportation Traffic and Parking 
 
The results of the analysis are grossly inadequate and incorrect. 
 
The proposed action "will have a profound affect on streets and roadway conditions" (p. 57) and 
this is obvious. By designating areas that are not in close proximity to arterial roadways and 
highways new facilities will be built in perimeter areas there by causing heavy trucks and moving 
vans to traverse smaller street, neighborhood streets, narrow streets and this will all occur at 
peak rush hours as well as weekends. 
 
Individuals will also be inconvenienced by placing these facilities nowhere near public 
transportation and this is not addressed anywhere. 
 
Where are you coming up with 50 peak hour vehicular trips? This is "per facility" and think of 
these trips being at the rush hour and its impact on the neighborhoods. 
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IX. Other Factors 
  

a. The increasing growth of E commerce based home and small businesses is growing 
annually and the need for small affordable monthly storage and distribution spaces 
grows every day. Self- storage is the only product that effectively addresses these 
needs for the growing business sector. 

 
b. An average storage facility takes approximately 30,000 sf of land area. With the 

potential of 66 (projection of EAS supply) new facilities TO BE BUILT over the entire 
city including the designated area this indicates a land area of 45 acres will be 
affected II all of these were built. 

 
This area impacts only 0.004% of the total land area of the designated special district. 
THIS IS LESS THAN ONE HALF OF ONE PERCENT! The designated district is 
10,254 acres and the prohibition of self-storage will only have an impact if all were 
built of less than half of ONE PERCENT. Is it effective to prohibit a use that would at 
the best consume less than 1% of the land area that is affected? Where is this 
conveyed in the EAS report? 
 

 
 

In fact, presently, only one half of one percent of the land area in the designated 
rea is affected by self-storage presently. Your own figure 9 on page 30 addresses 
this clearly. 

Designated Area 

Unaffected by Storage Development Self Storage if completely Built
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X. In summary 
 
I would like to reemphasize the following: 
  
a. Your basic premise that self-storage is a low job generating use is incorrect because you fail 
to acknowledge the commercial users of the facilities and the job growth created by their 
tenancy. An office building by itself also does not generate any jobs but the occupants of the 
building do and this is the same with storage. If 100 messenger bike jobs are created by a 
delivery company that stores its bikes in a storage facility those are real jobs being created. 
There is no denying it and your report FAILS T O  ADDRESS THIS FUNDAMENTAL ISSUE. 
 
b. Self-storage in New York City is NOT "serving primarily households rather than business 
needs". 
 
Facilities with 50% or more commercial tenants are common and without specific information you 
cannot make the assumption that "primarily serve households". A field inspection will reveal just 
the opposite and your text book information is wrong and simply incorrect. Using "Nationwide" 
statistics is not an intelligent way of determining the use of a storage facility especially in New York. 
 
c. The adoption of this Text Amendment will "prohibit" self-storage use in the designated area 
causing facilities to be built in perimeter locations away from arterials and highways causing 
small street congestion and neighborhood disturbance. Think of moving trucks and 18 wheel 
delivery trucks rumbling down small streets making deliveries to self-storage buildings. 
 
d. The Text Amendment affects over 10, 254 acres but at the worst condition if all the storage 
facilities to be built were built in the designated area the area affected would only be 45 acres 
and this is less than one half one percent of the area designated. Is this really going to do 
anything when 99% of the industrial area would remain unaffected and available for 
development. Seems like a drop in the bucket, but the effect of the prohibition is enormous. 
Are you really accomplishing anything when you understand that the impact of less than 1% is 
what you are prohibiting in the designated area? 
 
 
e. No new development will take place in the designated areas because the condition of the 
ULURP and the 2 year process will simply discourage and intelligent developer from wasting 
his time in developing in the designated area. So the result will be a prohibition. Your "with 
action and without action" is flawed completely by this incorrect assumption,. 
 
f. The Proposed Action will DEFINITELY lead to fewer self-storage facilities built in New York 
City. New York already has the lowest supply of storage in the United Sates and the highest 
rents. Further reductions in new construction will cause hardship on tenants both residential and 
commercial who will find the supply constrained and the result will be increased costs for 
everyone including the people of New York who will pay higher prices for those goods that are 
stored and distributed by these facilities. 
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I strongly urge you to address the issues raised here and complete an appropriate report that 
address the ignored issues that are the basis for this action. 

Jack Guttman 
Chelsea Development Group, LLC 
301 West 57th Street 
New York, NY 10019 

Information about me: 

I have been a real rate developer for the past 40 years. I have developed over 1.5 million square 
feet of self-storage in New York City. In fact, I am the only developer of self-storage who has 
developed in all 5 borough including Manhattan. I have developed in Staten Island, Bronx, 
Queens, Brooklyn and Manhattan. I know the business and the industry. 

I am most concerned about this Text Amendment because of the impact it will have on an already 
diminished inventory and the impact that will have on businesses and individuals. 

I am concerned that it will totally prohibit further development in the designated areas. 

I am concerned that the writer of this EAS ignores the supply and demand facts that currently 
exists. 

I am concerned that the EAS report fails to acknowledge the importance of the commercial tenants 
who occupy these buildings and create jobs. 

I am concerned about the growth of the E commerce sector and the increased demand for short 
term (month to month) small space by this growing sector and the lack of alternatives in the 
market place. 

I am concerned that the impact of the Text amendment will affect over 10,000 acres but that if 
no action would be taken only leads that 1% often land area would be affected. Does that make 
any sense? 

I am concerned that it acknowledges that no new industrial development is likely to take place 
and it only prohibits this use and therefore, has no positive affect and only a negative affect on the 
economy. 





























List      Note
20x24 Holdings LCC

32 Degrees Weatherproof Clothing manufacturer's storage of winter clothing / jackets

6 Up Productions Clothing, marketing inventory

A Free Bird Organization Not for proffit art & education supplies & files

A Rose Has No Teeth Stores bulk fabric for manufactoring

A&M SECURITY

abc computer software corp

ABCK CORP

Advanced Business Group, Inc

All City Cable Electric cable & tool storage

Allergan INC. Pharmaceutical rep promotional & marketing items

Alzheimer's Foundation of America

AMA Consulting Engineers

american jewel

American Movie Company

American Pakistan Foundation Not for proffit file storage

American Whatever llc

Andrea Rosen Gallery Art gallery items & files

AWSF Media Group, INC

Bah, Mohamed Street vendor

BarkTHINS Sample chocolate, promotional & marketing items

Becca's Closet Not for proffit ‐ charity clothing donations & files

BFG Communications

Bonnie Hurwitz Pharmaceutical rep, promotional items

Broadway Inspirational Voices

Broadway New York Inc.

BSH Research

Capillus Distribution LLC

Carol Hannah LLC

City Share Properties Inc Provides rental furniture for air B&B rental properties 

Civic Enterainment Group

Clecio Lira Photography

CNP Delivery Magazine & newspaper drop & distribution point

Cohen LLC, Barry

Cuero Operating LLC. Shoe Company Inventory

Daphne Productions, Inc

DAXOR CORPORATION

Destino Vero Designs and Apparel LLC

Diallo, Mamadou Street vendor

Edifice Real Estate Partners

EDWARD ROTH LLC

Elevator Repair Service Theater Local theater company, stores props & costumes

Exigis, LLC

Fab 4 Collectibles

Farm Road Hospitality

Fashion, Alseny

FastVitaminIV INC

FoodyTv Acquisition LLC

Foragers Market

Forever Nyc

Friendshop

FSA Store inc

Funk, Trevor Stores antiques, furniture, lighting & gallery items. Does minor restoration and cleaning while onsite

Golbal Realty

Goldman, Curt Liquor company that distributes do‐it‐yourself high‐end cocktail kits, storage & assembly of kits here

Gotham Writer's Workshop, Inc

Greater New York Aca intergroup, Inc.

Gro Property Management, LLC

Guayaki SRP Inc Energy dring promotional distribution

Gzuniga Ltd

Harrest Capital S.R.L

Harriet & Esteban Vicente Fdn

Headquarters New York

Health SOS

Commercial Storage Tenants



Heart Me

Hells Kitchen Flea Market LLC. Owner of Hells Kitchen 39th st weekend flea market, stores materials such as cones, inflatable banner, portable gate/fence, marketing materials

HHC Marketing

HI DEF NEW YORK (HDNY)

Homer Logistics inc Art gallery items & files

Homer Logistics inc Bike delivery logistics company (only delivers food), started at GMS with under 50 employees, now over roughly 500 employees

Households Headed BY Women Antique mirrors & art

Howard Greenberg Gallery Art gallery items & files

HSM AMERICAS INC

I‐ ELLA

Iconix Brand Group Inc

Inspira Marketing Group Marketing & advertising for liquor

Institute  For Expressive Analysis

Intriguing Threads

Irish Business Organization of New York

Italca SRL

Jackson, Mark 39th Street fleamarket vendor & auction buyer

Karen Kleber Photo Stylist Inc.

Keith DeLellis Art gallery & photo items & files

Khalid Cherif Jamal BIKE CABS

Kiram, Driss BIKE CABS 

KOB Publishing LLC. Magazine (42nd Street Hells Kitchen) & newspaper drop & distribution point

Kopman, Carole Gallery and antique dealer

Kyle Kauffam Gallery Stores antiques, furniture, lighting & gallery items. Does minor restoration and cleaning while onsite

LAKEVIEW APPAREL GROUP Shoe & clothing designer / distributer / manufacturer

Latchable, INC

Law offices of Goldstein & Lee

Lever and Beam, LLC,

Lighthouse

LightStim

Links Of London Jewelry company using us for file & inventory storage

Lowenthal, Barbara Art, antiques, files

Lululemon USA Inc.

Lung cancer research foundation

Luxury Optical Holdings

M Shanken Communications Inc

Majik Cleaning Services, Inc

Mama Margarita's Food LTD

Manhattan IT, Inc., .

Mardar management Inc.

Martin de Tours Clothier

Matomy

Maya's Hope Not for proffit childrens charity, storing files & donation items

MEDICAL DYNAMICS

Mellers Inc

Merz North America

Metrotennis CTA

Midciti interiors inc

Mission in Pink Charity

MJM Creative

Moreno Law Office P.C.

My Doorman INC Inventory and supplies

National Sculpture Society

New York Dream Center Charity that helps homelees & less fortunate, holding donation items

New York Numismatic Club  Not for proffit file storage

Newspaper Guild of New York

NewYorkArtFactory.com, Inc. Art gallery items & files

Nora Gardner NYC Clothing designer, manufacturer, distributer. Has been here long term and constantly upsizes and downsizes based on inventory shipments

North Six Clothing Items and Inventory

NY Gotham Printing and Graphics INC.

OHR PHARMACEUTICAL

Otsuka Pharmacudical Inc.

Ouidad Holding LLC

Pattison, Robert Mover storing boxes, dollies, moving maaterials

PONO/ BOBBI TRIM LTD

Poster GIANT,  INC Delivery, storage and pick‐up point for bulk promotional posters

Psycho Bunny Clothing company inventory

PYAR & CO. Bedding Furniture & Promotional Items

Racewood Media Inc



Rain or Shine Local business sells & services high‐end canes & umbrellas; closed storefront business and is doing business out of unit

Randall Gibeau Design LLC

Raven & Sparrow

Red Bull North America, Inc. Main NYC receiving/distribution location for storing promotional cans of Redbull & promotional product

Renegade Nation Movie star / Rock star storing lifetime of files & memorabilia

Revolution Richshaws Rickshaw company, stores rickshaws, tools to service rickshaws, marketing & promotional items

RK‐DESIGN OPTIK GMBH

Rosenberg, Abe

Sally Hershberger Professional hair care Hair salon storing files & materials

Sanofi, . Pharmaceutical marketing and sample items

Schirripa, D.M. Personal items & 39th Street flea market vendor

Sefarad Group LLC Dba Spenglish

Select Express and Logistics

Semi‐Charmed Life LLC

Sense New York Inc

SIKI IM STUDIO

Silver Art by D&R

Sky Bar Times Square Inc Local hotel rooftop bar storing seasonal & bulk items such as chairs, tables, etc

Sony Music Entertainment

Sory, Dabo Street vendor

Source Group, LLC

Sow, Sadou Street vendor

Speety Solutions Group Inc.

Sphatika International LLC

Spink USA, Inc

SRG VENTURES LLC Stores files

Stiebel, Gerald File storage

Sullivan Street Bakery‐ Hell's Kitchen, Inc Bakery files, racks and assorted machinery

SVILU

T.E.I. Dedicated Elevator Solutions Elevator company, stores elevator repair, testing and service tools

Taxi Tours Inc D.B.A. Big Bus Tours Local NYC bus touring company storing files, promotional & seasonal items

The Belgian Chocolate House LLC Furniture & promotional items

The Pink Shutter, LLC Props Photobooth, Inventory

Times Square Hospitality I, LLC Local hotells storing seasonal & bulk items such as chairs, bedding/blankets, air conditioners, fabric

TOM WYMAN Designs

TRYON ENTERTAINMENT

Tumer, Barry Rickshaw company, stores rickshaws, tools to service rickshaws, marketing & promotional items

Uhaul

UNO DE 50 Jewelry company using us as a distribution & return center

Uprichard INC

Vero Water Water filtration product storage & marketing material

Vici Enterprises, Inc Children Toys Inventory

VOCATIV

Voorsanger Architects P.C.

WAD SHOES Shoe compant that has a store front and stores inventory here

Waldrip Collection LLC

Waterwell Productions Inc.

WinMark Concepts

Winter Film Awards Not for profit ‐ Winter film awards items for annual awards ceremony

Y Four Bu Rsr 

ZED DESIGNS.COM

Zog Sports llc













































Public	Scoping	Meeting	on	Self-Storage	Text	Amendment	
New	York	City	Department	of	Planning	

Submitted	by	Safe	N	Lock	Self	Storage	-	Marc	Sharinn,	CEO	
March	30,	2017	

My	name	is	Marc	Sharinn	and	I	am	one	of	the	owners	of	Safe	N	Lock	Self	Storage,	a	self-storage	
developer	that	employs	20	people	at	our	headquarters	on	Eastchester	Road	in	the	Bronx.	We	are	
submitting	testimony	today	to	express	our	deep	concern	about	the	proposed	Self-Storage	Text	
Amendment	to	establish	a	Special	Permit	for	all	new	self-storage	development	in	Industrial	Business	
Zones	(IBZs).	

According	to	an	August	2016	report	by	CBRE,	the	New	York	Metropolitan	Area	is	the	#1	under-supplied	
area	for	self-storage	in	the	United	States.	New	York	City	projects	an	additional	1	million	people	and	
thousands	of	new	businesses	over	the	next	several	years.		In	this	rapidly	growing	city	where	residents	
and	businesses	–	including	manufacturers	-	need	easier	access	to	affordable	and	flexible	self-storage,	
the	City	has	put	forth	a	proposal	that	would	stunt	its	growth.	

Make	no	mistake	about	what	is	being	proposed	here.		The	time-consuming,	unpredictable	and	
discretionary	nature	of	the	special	permit	process	makes	it	virtually	impossible	to	secure	financing	
or	to	provide	investors	with	an	accurate	timeline	for	construction.	Capital	providers	have	already	
walked	away	from	deals,	chilled	by	the	prospect	of	this	proposal.	This	is	an	outright	ban	on	self-
storage	in	IBZs	-	and	since	IBZs	represent	the	vast	majority	of	developable	land	for	self-storage,	it	
is	a	de	facto	ban	for	all	of	New	York	City.			

This	is	an	arbitrary	ban	which	singles	out	self-storage,	and	only	self-storage,	based	on	no	evidence	
whatsoever	that	doing	so	will	create	jobs	or	attract	manufacturing	firms	to	IBZs.		In	fact,	the	exact	
opposite	will	likely	occur.		Businesses	need	affordable,	flexible	and	local	self-storage.		With	existing	
self-storage	facilities	already	near	capacity,	eliminating	competition	will	hurt	businesses	and	
residents	and	likely	result	in	sharp	price	spikes.	

I	would	like	to	dispel	some	misconceptions	about	self-storage.	In	our	collective	staff	experience	
acquiring	and	developing	sites	for	more	than	12	years,	we	have	never	displaced	or	competed	with	
manufacturing	uses	on	the	sites	that	we	develop.		More	often	than	not,	we	are	remediating	a	
contaminated	site	that	has	been	left	vacant	and	we	are	building	a	facility	that	brings	value	to	local	
businesses	and	local	residents	

The	demand	side	of	the	storage	issue	is	an	important	one	and	is	not	reflected	in	the	scoping	document.	



While	our	industry	is	made	up	of	large	colorful	buildings	in	highly	visible	areas,	the	reality	is	that	
demand	is	at	an all	time	high	with	more	than	90	percent	occupancy	in	storage	facilities	across	the	City.	
We	build	where	local	businesses	and	residents	need	our	services.		

Another	erroneous	claim	in	the	scoping	document	is	that	self-storage	is	a	“low-job	generating	use.”	
This	could	not	be	further	from	the	truth.	While	a	self-storage	operator	may	not	directly	employ	
large	numbers	of	people,	our	facilities	act	as	incubators	for	the	scores	of	businesses	that	rely	on	
self-storage.		In	a	recent	survey	of	self-storage	facilities	in	IBZ’s	across	New	York	City,	we	learned	
that	almost	30	percent	of	self-storage	customers	are	job-generating	businesses	-	manufacturers,	
construction	firms,	retailers	and	non-profit	organizations	from	the	five	boroughs.	47%	of	these	
businesses	are	minority	or	women-owned.		

City	Planning	predicts	that	as	a	result	of	the	proposal	“there	may	be	a	certain	shift	in	customer	
demand.	Businesses	may	increasingly	lease	warehousing	space,	instead	of	self-storage	units,	and	the	
on-demand	storage	model	may	become	prominent.”	

While	there	is	a	marginal	difference	between	the	number	of	direct	employees	at	a	warehouse	
versus	a	self-storage	facility,	warehousing	is	a	far	more	expensive,	inflexible	and	logistically	
complicated	option	for	many	businesses.	For	these	reasons,	many	businesses	have	gravitated	
toward	more	affordable	and	flexible	self-storage.			

Furthermore,	the	“on-demand	storage”	model	is	not	cost	effective	nor	viable	for	the	67	percent	of	
self-storage	business	customers	that	visit	their	local	self-storage	unit	on	a	daily	or	weekly	basis.		
Valet	storage	businesses	target	a	different	audience	possessing	different	needs.			

Finally,	I	would	like	to	note	that	this	proposal	is	sadly	lacking	any	attempt	at	creative	compromise.		
There	is	no	reason	why	self-storage	cannot	continue	to	co-exist	with	manufacturers	and	other	uses	in	
IBZs,	as	has	been	the	case	for	many	years.		This	proposal	treats	all	IBZs	and	all	sites	within	IBZs	as	exactly	
the	same,	when	they	are	all	different.	North	Brooklyn’s	IBZs	are	different	than	those	in	Eastchester,	
Jamaica	or	East	New	York.	

Safe	N	Lock	Self	Storage	will	not	survive	this	proposal.	Moreover,	the	proposal	will	hurt	local	businesses,	
local	residents	and	the	local	economy,	and	will	make	it	harder	–	not	easier	-	for	manufacturers	to	thrive	
in	this	already	difficult	business	environment.		Additionally,	working	class	and	middle	class	New	Yorkers	
who	rely	on	self-storage	as	their	only	affordable	storage	option	in	this	space-constrained	city	will	pay	
more	and	travel	farther.		

There	are	multiple	reasons	for	manufacturers	leaving	New	York	City	but	self-storage	is	not	one	of	
them.	We	truly	hope	that	City	Planning	rethinks	this	proposal	and	we	invite	you	to	work	with	the	
industry	on	real	solutions.		

Thank	you	for	your	time.	

Submitted	by:	
Name:	Marc	Sharinn	
Company:	Safe	N	Lock	Self	Storage	
Phone:		(347)	281-8989	
Email:	ms@snlstorage.com		

















 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
4/10/2017 

 

Department of City Planning, City of New York 

Environmental Assessment and Review Division   

120 Broadway, 31st Floor,  

New York, New York 10271 

 

Via Electronic: Robert Dobruskin rdobrus@planning.nyc.gov 

 

cc: Danielle Decerbo ddecerbo@planning.nyc.gov, Brian Paul BPaul@council.nyc.gov, Raju Mann 

Rmann@council.nyc.gov, SelfStorage_DL@planning.nyc.gov 

 

Testimony RE: CEQR No. 17DCP119Y 

DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT: SELF-STORAGE TEXT AMENDMENT 

 

Thank you for the opportunity to submit comments on this important proposal relating to the preservation of 

our industrial zones. As you are aware, my district contains the Southwest Brooklyn Industrial Business Zone 

(IBZ), which runs along the waterfront all the way from Atlantic Basin in Red Hook to the 65
th
 Street Rail 

Yard on the border between Sunset Park and Bay Ridge. This IBZ is one of the most significant in the city 

with nearly 15,000 industrial jobs and extensive public-owned industrial properties such as the Brooklyn 

Army Terminal, Southwest Brooklyn Marine Terminal, and Red Hook Container Terminal. 

I am writing to express my support for the citywide special permit for self-storage facilities in IBZs and also 

to reiterate my continued concerns about the encroachment of other non-industrial uses into the IBZ. 

Self-Storage Proposal 

In November 2014, the City Council released Engines of Opportunity, a report that called for creation of 

“Industrial Employment Districts” over the IBZ geographies – a strengthened manufacturing zone where uses 

such as hotels, large-scale retail and office, restaurants, bars, entertainment venues, and self-storage would no 

longer be allowed as-of-right
1
. 

In 2015, the Mayor and Council stood together to announce the 10 Point Industrial Action Plan to grow 21st 

Century industrial and manufacturing jobs in New York City – a plan that included new restrictions on hotels 

and self-storage in manufacturing zones.
2
  

This proposal to require a Special Permit for self-storage in IBZs is a crucial first step in reforming our 

manufacturing zoning to encourage the preservation and growth of industrial businesses. 

Self-storage facilities are a commercial use serving largely household customers and producing very few jobs. 

According to the annual report of CubeSmart, New York City’s largest self-storage operator, only 1,844 

property-level personnel work at 475 properties composing 32.9 million rentable square feet across the 

                                                 
1 New York City Council. “Engines of Opportunity.” November 2014. http://council.nyc.gov/downloads/pdf/NYEO.pdf  
2 “Mayor Bill de Blasio and Speaker Mark-Viverito Unveil Action Plan to Grow 21st Century Industrial and Manufacturing Jobs in NYC.” 
http://www1.nyc.gov/office-of-the-mayor/news/780-15/mayor-de-blasio-speaker-mark-viverito-action-plan-grow-21st-century-industrial-and  
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country
3
. This means fewer than 4 employees on average work at each facility, a ratio of one employee per 

nearly 18,000 square foot of facility space. In contrast, the Institute of Transportation Engineers estimates that 

industrial and manufacturing uses generate 1 employee per 500 square feet
4
. While self-storage may generate 

strong returns for real estate investors, it is a losing proposition for jobs in our communities and for the 

businesses that support the infrastructure and economy of the rest of the city when we allow these facilities to 

occupy more and more properties in our core industrial zones. 

Regarding the geography of the proposed restrictions, I recognize that the Department of City Planning’s 

proposal seeks to map the Industrial Business Zones into the Zoning Resolution as text maps that “largely 

coincide” with their boundaries. I have two areas of concern with the proposed boundaries in my district. 

First, the applicable area currently leaves out the 65th Street Rail yard and 2nd-3rd Avenue between 63rd and 

65th St in Sunset Park. This area is part of the IBZ and should certainly be included in the proposal. Second, 

there are six blocks of industrial Red Hook between Van Brunt, Columbia Street, Seabring Street, and Verona 

Street that were for some reason not included within the IBZ despite being heavily industrial and home to 

numerous large sites and businesses. With excellent access to the highway network, this area meets all the 

criteria for a good location for industrial businesses and it would be a shame if it were to fill with self-storage 

facilities instead.  

More Industrial Protections Needed 

Preservation and growth of industrial jobs in my district is a priority for me. Industrial jobs are of particular 

importance to communities of color, recent immigrants, and job-seekers who lack a college degree. The 

average industrial job pays over $50,000 and the industrial workforce in New York City is over 80% people 

of color and over 60% foreign-born. A plurality of the industrial workforce in New York is Hispanic, and 

nearly 1 in 7 Hispanic New Yorkers in the workforce has a job in the industrial sector
5
. These jobs provide an 

opportunity for immigrant and working class New Yorkers to support families and allow their children to 

advance themselves in the world. 

While restricting self-storage is a helpful first step in reforming manufacturing zoning, more action is needed 

to stanch the flow of real estate speculation and non-industrial commercial businesses into our IBZs. The 

greatest priority is the restriction on hotels, which being so similar to residential uses in their impact, are the 

most disruptive use currently allowed as-of-right in our M zones. The hotel special permit must be fast-

tracked in order to preserve the integrity of our industrial zones for the industrial businesses that are so 

important to our economy. Other uses that are disruptive to industry but currently allowed as-of-right include 

large-scale entertainment facilities, athletic facilities, retail and restaurants, and non-industrial office space.  

As this self-storage proposal begins to recognize, it has become abundantly clear that the policy of 

designating Industrial Business Zones without also changing the underlying zoning to protect industry from 

competing commercial uses has not been an effective strategy to promote industrial retention and growth. We 

must do more to protect our core industrial zones. 

Thank you and I look forward to continuing to work with the Department of City Planning and Economic 

Development Corporation on policies to strengthen and support the industrial sector in New York City. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

  

 

 

Carlos Menchaca 

NYC Council Member | 38
th
 District  

 

                                                 
3 http://investors.cubesmart.com/Cache/1001220302.PDF?O=PDF&T=&Y=&D=&FID=1001220302&iid=4095755  
4 http://www.usgbc.org/Docs/Archive/General/Docs4111.pdf  
5 New York City Council. “Engines of Opportunity.” November 2014. http://council.nyc.gov/downloads/pdf/NYEO.pdf  

http://investors.cubesmart.com/Cache/1001220302.PDF?O=PDF&T=&Y=&D=&FID=1001220302&iid=4095755
http://www.usgbc.org/Docs/Archive/General/Docs4111.pdf
http://council.nyc.gov/downloads/pdf/NYEO.pdf






































 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Department of City Planning, City of New York 

Environmental Assessment and Review Division 

120 Broadway, 31st Floor,  

New York, New York 10271 

 

Re. CEQR No. 17DCP119Y -- DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT: SELF-

STORAGE TEXT AMENDMENT 

 

     April 10, 2017 

 

To Whom It May Concern: 

  

Thank you for the opportunity to submit comments on this important proposal relating to the 

preservation of our industrial zones. My district is home to two Industrial Business Zones 

(IBZs)—the Greenpoint-Williamsburg IBZ and the northern half of the much larger North 

Brooklyn IBZ—which together contain hundreds of industrial business and important sites of 

city infrastructure. I am writing to express support for the citywide special permit for self-storage 

facilities in IBZs and also to raise concerns about further zoning reforms that are needed to 

protect and encourage industrial growth. 

 

As I have expressed to the Department of City Planning numerous times in our meetings on the 

North Brooklyn Industry and Innovation study and other land use proposals, I believe that 

Industrial Business Zones need further protection and support in order to fulfill their intent and 

truly remain industrial. The City Council’s Engines of Opportunity report called for strengthened 

manufacturing zoning for IBZs and in November 2015, I stood with the Mayor and other Council 

Members at GMDC in my district to announce the 10 Point Industrial Action Plan, which 

included new restrictions on hotels and self-storage in manufacturing zones.
1
  

 

This proposal to create a special permit requirement for self-storage facilities to locate within 

IBZs is an important first step in fulfilling this promise. Self-storage facilities are a commercial 

use that largely serve household customers and according to DCP’s analysis, produce on average 

only five jobs per facility. Manufacturing and industrial businesses typically generate one 

employee per 500 to 1,000 square feet, meaning that the same parcel with an industrial business 

                                                 
1 New York City Council. “Engines of Opportunity,” November 2014, http://council.nyc.gov/downloads/pdf/NYEO.pdf ; Office of the Mayor. 

“Mayor Bill de Blasio and Speaker Mark-Viverito Unveil Action Plan to Grow 21st Century Industrial and Manufacturing Jobs in NYC,” 

November 2015, http://www1.nyc.gov/office-of-the-mayor/news/780-15/mayor-de-blasio-speaker-mark-viverito-action-plan-grow-21st-century-
industrial-and#/0.  
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would likely produce more than ten times as many jobs as self-storage.
2
 While self-storage 

facilities have not spread in North Brooklyn as rapidly as in other areas of the city, this proposal 

is a preventive measure that will help reserve important sites in our IBZs for job-generating uses. 

 

However, more action is needed to help preserve these industrial areas in the context of North 

Brooklyn’s hot real estate market. Every week seems to bring a new report of another hotel, large 

bar or retail space, office conversion, or entertainment venue siting in the Greenpoint-

Williamsburg or North Brooklyn IBZs. In particular, hotels must be restricted as quickly as 

possible, as they are similar to residential uses in impact and highly disruptive to neighboring 

industrial businesses. That said, all of these uses must be reviewed closely if we are to preserve a 

core industrial zone for the future of North Brooklyn. 

 

I look forward to continuing to work with the Department of City Planning on the North 

Brooklyn Industry and Innovation Study and other measures to protect and support the industrial 

sector in North Brooklyn.  

 

 

Sincerely, 

 
Stephen T. Levin 

Council Member, District 33 

 

 

                                                 
2 Snohomish County 2007 Buildable Lands Project. “2007 Buildable Lands Report Employment Density Study,” April 2007, 
https://snohomishcountywa.gov/DocumentCenter/View/7660.  

https://snohomishcountywa.gov/DocumentCenter/View/7660


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Comments on the  

Draft Environmental Impact Statement for Self-Storage Text Amendment  

CEQR No. 17DCP119Y 

Submitted on April 10, 2017 

 

 

I welcome the proposal by the New York City Department of City Planning 

(DCP) for a citywide zoning text amendment to establish a Special Permit under the 

jurisdiction of the City Planning Commission (CPC) for all new self-storage development 

in “Designated Areas” within manufacturing districts, in order to strengthen Industrial 

Business Zones (IBZs) across the five boroughs. By restricting self-storage in IBZs, we 

will help ensure that New York City’s scarce industrial real estate remains available to 

the manufacturing and industrial businesses that create good middle-class jobs and 

support our City’s infrastructure. 

 

After reviewing the proposed Designated Area for New York City Council 

District 39 – located within Brooklyn Community District 6 – it appears that the proposed 

Designated Area is not fully inclusive of the Southwest Brooklyn IBZ. The areas of the 

Southwest Brooklyn IBZ that appear to have been excluded are: the block bounded by 3
rd

 

Street, 3
rd

 Avenue, the Gowanus Canal, and the 4
th

 Street Turning Basin, and a segment 

of 14
th

 Street between 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 Avenues. IBZs represent the most active industrial areas 

in New York City, and the proposed “Designated Area” in the 39
th

 Council District 

should be as inclusive of the Southwest Brooklyn IBZ as possible.  

 

This proposal is one important step toward increasing 21
st
 Century industrial and 

manufacturing jobs in New York City.  Applying a Special Permit to the development of 

self-storage facilities in IBZs will bolster the City’s vision for these well-established 

industrial areas. More work is needed to preserve and grow industrial and manufacturing 

businesses, and I look forward to the continued development of regulatory frameworks 

that will enable new engines of opportunity to reinvigorate our communities.  
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April 10, 2017 

NYC Department of City Planning 

Environmental Assessment & Review Division 

120 Broadway, 31st Floor  

New York, NY 10271 

Re: SCOPING COMMENTS ON SELF-STORAGE TEXT AMENDMENT
(CEQR No. 17DCP119Y)

To Whom It May Concern: 

In November 2014, the City Council released a report outlining the history of the 

manufacturing sector and industrial land use policy in New York and proposing new 

zoning tools to establish sufficient protections for the industrial sector and create 

innovative mixed-use typologies. We called the report “Engines of Opportunity” in 

recognition of the importance of our city’s over 500,000 industrial jobs as pathways to 

the middle class.1 The average industrial job pays over $50,000, much higher than retail 
or restaurant jobs, and the industrial workforce is 80% minority and 60% foreign-born. 

Throughout the course of the next year, we worked closely with the administration on 

transforming the ideas from our report into concrete policy action. In November 2015, 

Mayor Bill de Blasio, Council Speaker Melissa Mark-Viverito, Land Use Chair David 

Greenfield, Zoning Subcommittee Chair Donovan Richards and other members of the 

Council stood together to announce a 10 Point Industrial Action Plan to grow 21st 

Century industrial and manufacturing jobs in New York City. 

A key point of the Industrial Action Plan is to strengthen core industrial areas by 

restricting as-of-right development of self-storage facilities and hotels. In recent years, 

we have seen these uses take over increasing numbers of large prime industrial sites, 

often replacing job intensive manufacturers and industrial businesses. We are again 

pleased to express support for these zoning reforms aimed at strengthening our core 

industrial areas and for this first proposed text amendment to require a Special Permit for 

self-storage facilities in Industrial Business Zones (IBZs). 

1 New York City Council. “Engines of Opportunity.” November 2014. http://council.nyc.gov/downloads/pdf/NYEO.pdf 
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The unregulated development of self-storage facilities in our manufacturing districts 

detracts from the Council’s policy goals to protect and grow industrial businesses and 

employment, especially in the IBZs that represent the most active industrial areas in New 

York City.  Self-storage facilities primarily serve residential rather than business needs, 

since clients of self-storage are primarily households. They are a low job-generating use, 

employing on average only five workers per facility according to DCP’s analysis. While 

a 50,000 square foot self-storage facility would only directly create five jobs on average, 

the same real estate used for industrial businesses would likely create 50 to 100 jobs.2 At 

the public scoping hearing, industrial developer GMDC and numerous representatives 

from industrial business service providers testified that competition between industrial 

uses and self-storage for sites in IBZs is a real and growing issue. 

The land use rationale for this proposal is clear: to help ensure that New York City’s 

scarce industrial real estate remains available to the manufacturing and industrial 

businesses that create good middle-class jobs and support the infrastructure of the city. 

While key industrial sites in IBZs will be shielded from conversion to self-storage, the 

Department of City Planning’s analysis has shown that restricting development of self-

storage in Industrial Business Zones through a special permit requirement will not 

significantly harm the ability of self-storage facilities to locate in New York City.3  

Examples of restricting self-storage in other cities. 

New York is not the first city to consider restricting self-storage development in order to 

retain siting opportunities for job-generating industrial uses. The three cities regarded as 

the “best practices” standard for industrial zoning – San Francisco, Chicago, and 

Portland, OR – all already restrict or are actively considering restrictions on self-storage 

in core industrial districts.  

• Chicago, Illinois: “Residential Storage Warehouses” are prohibited in a majority of 
the city’s 15 “Planned Manufacturing Districts.” (defined as “Storage or warehousing 
service within a building for individuals to store personal effects and for businesses to 
store materials for operation of an industrial or commercial enterprise elsewhere”). 
These “PMD” districts also prohibit hotels, entertainment venues, and place 
restrictions on the size of retail and office uses.4 Regular Manufacturing Districts still 
permit self-storage.

• San Francisco, California: “Storage buildings for household goods” are prohibited 
in “Production Distribution and Repair” districts5. “PDR” districts also prohibit hotels 
and place restrictions on the size and location of entertainment, retail, and office uses. 
Self-storage continues to be permitted in general Industrial Districts. In 2014, San 
Francisco amended PDR districts to allow existing non-conforming self-storage uses 
to rebuild to their current square footage if one FAR of PDR space is also included.6 

2 Snohomish County 2007 Buildable Lands Report: Employment Density Study. 

https://snohomishcountywa.gov/DocumentCenter/View/7660   

3 DCP’s Draft Scope of Work for the EIS predicts that 86 self-storage facilities will be built in the next ten years with no-action (20 in 
designated areas, 66 outside) versus 81 facilities (11 in designated areas, 80 outside) in the with-action scenario 
4 Chicago Zoning Ordinance Chapter 17-6-0400 – PMD, Planned Manufacturing Districts. 
5 San Francisco Planning Code Section 225 – Wholesaling, Storage, Distribution, and Open-Air Handling of Materials and Equipment.  
6 San Francisco Ordinance 131205 of 2014 

https://snohomishcountywa.gov/DocumentCenter/View/7660


• Portland, Oregon: “Self-service storage” is proposed to be prohibited in “prime

industrial overlay zones” as part of the city’s in-progress “Employment Zoning

Project."7 Portland also restricts hotels, retail space, office space, “commercial

outdoor recreation” and “major event entertainment” within its core “Industrial

Sanctuaries.”

Beyond these three cities, other municipalities of various sizes have restricted self-

storage. For example, in 2016, the Cleveland suburb of Strongsville, Ohio banned self-

storage from its industrial districts in order to maximize property-tax generating 

industrial uses and more productive employment8.  

Self-Storage is a commercial, not industrial, use. 

Zoning actions to restrict self-storage in core industrial districts reflect a recognition that 

self-storage is more accurately classified as a commercial rather than an industrial use. As 

the EAS notes, the North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) classifies 

self-storage within the “Real Estate and Rental and Leasing” sector of the economy rather 

than the industrial sector. This classification was changed in 2002 from the prior 

Standard Industry Classification (SIC) system and reflected the growth of the self-storage 

industry as a commercial real estate model focused on consumer households.9  Several 

self-storage developers and operators are national real estate investment trusts focused on 

rapid expansion, increasingly of new ground-up facilities.10 Nationwide spending on self-

storage construction hit new highs in 2016.11 By some measures self-storage has become

the best performing class of commercial real estate in recent years.12

While a small number of industrial businesses may utilize self-storage facilities, these 

facilities are not an important part of the industrial supply chain and ecosystem, and 

industrial clients are not at all integral to self-storage operators’ business model.  

“Designated Areas in Manufacturing Districts” Compared to Industrial Business 

Zones Boundaries 

An important part of the proposed action is the drafting of the applicable geographies – 

the “Designated Areas” in Manufacturing Zones – as text maps in the Zoning Resolution. 

These geographies are intended to “largely coincide” with the boundaries of the Industrial 

Business Zones as drawn by the Boundary Commission process. According to the Draft 

Scope of Work, “the Department of City Planning analyzed the existing IBZ boundaries 

7 City of Portland. “Employment Zoning Project, Interim Recommended Draft.” February 2016. 
http://www.portlandoregon.gov/bps/article/565225  
8 Bob Sandrick. “Strongsville bans storage businesses from industrial zones.” Cleveland.com. June 07, 2016. 
http://www.cleveland.com/strongsville/index.ssf/2016/06/strongsville_bans_storage_busi.html

9 US Census Bureau. "North American Industry Classification System Concordances." https://www.census.gov/eos/www/naics/

concordances/concordances.html 
10 See for example the 2016 annual report of Public Storage, the largest self-storage owner-developer in the nation. “Since the 
beginning of 2013, we have expanded our development efforts due in part to the significant increase in prices being paid for 
existing facilities, in many cases well above the cost of developing new facilities.” 
https://s2.q4cdn.com/344238127/files/doc_financials/AnnualReports/2016/355928_Public-Storage_2016_-AR.pdf  
11 Alexander Harris. “U.S. Self Storage Industry Statistics.” SpareFoot Storage Beat.  3/28/17. https://www.sparefoot.com/self-
storage/news/1432-self-storage-industry-statistics/  
12 Joshua Rogers. “How Humdrum Self-Storage Became the Hottest Way to Invest in Real Estate.” Forbes. April 13, 2016., 
https://www.forbes.com/sites/joshuarogers/2016/04/13/how-humdrum-self-storage-became-the-hottest-way-to-invest-in-real-

estate/#8eeae522163f  

http://www.portlandoregon.gov/bps/article/565225
http://www.cleveland.com/strongsville/index.ssf/2016/06/strongsville_bans_storage_busi.html
https://www.census.gov/eos/www/naics/concordances/concordances.html
https://s2.q4cdn.com/344238127/files/doc_financials/AnnualReports/2016/355928_Public-Storage_2016_-AR.pdf
https://www.sparefoot.com/self-storage/news/1432-self-storage-industry-statistics/
https://www.sparefoot.com/self-storage/news/1432-self-storage-industry-statistics/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/joshuarogers/2016/04/13/how-humdrum-self-storage-became-the-hottest-way-to-invest-in-real-estate/#8eeae522163f
https://www.forbes.com/sites/joshuarogers/2016/04/13/how-humdrum-self-storage-became-the-hottest-way-to-invest-in-real-estate/#8eeae522163f


on a case-by-case basis, and in limited cases, rationalized them to ensure that the 

proposed boundaries would be consistent with zoning practice.” 

Establishing the Industrial Business Zones in the Zoning Resolution is an important step 

in firmly embedding these geographies in city land use and zoning policy. The IBZ 

boundaries were carefully vetted and updated in 2013 by the Boundary Commission and 

represent the city’s most active and essential industrial areas.13 The IBZ geographies 

were reaffirmed as the city’s “core industrial areas” by the De Blasio administration and 

City Council at the November 2015 announcement of the 10 Point Industrial Action Plan. 

Council land use staff has identified a number of geographies to DCP staff that require 

more careful discussions – portions of IBZs that have been left out as well blocks within 

core industrial areas that are not included.  We look forward to discussing these areas 

more carefully but are concerned by predominately industrial blocks that are in the IBZ 

but not included in the scope of this zoning proposal.  

Potential for Future Actions to Support the Industrial Sector 

While restricting self-storage is a helpful first step in protecting core industrial areas 

through zoning, there are numerous additional uses for which we should also explore 

these restrictions as we proposed in Engines of Opportunity. Other uses in a similar 

category to self-storage include hotels, large-scale entertainment facilities, athletic 

facilities, retail and restaurants, and non-industrial office space. The cities that already or 

are actively considering restricting self-storage in their core industrial zones for the same 

reasons advanced by this proposal – San Francisco, Portland, and Chicago among others 

– also restrict these other competing non-industrial uses.14

This proposal is a long overdue start to the reform of manufacturing zoning policy that 

the Council has called for in order to bring our city up to standard with the best planning 

practices. We look forward to working with the Department of City Planning on 

advancing it and the rest of the Industrial Action Plan and the new industrial and mixed-

use zoning tools being explored in other parts of New York City.   

Sincerely, 

MELISSA MARK-VIVERITO DAVID GREENFIELD DONOVAN RICHARDS 

Speaker Chair, Land Use Committee Chair, Subcommittee on 

Zoning & Franchises 

13 The City of New York. “Industrial Business Zone Boundary Commission: Staff Recommendations.” September 2013. 
https://www.nycedc.com/system/files/files/page/Final%20BOOK.pdf  
14 San Francisco Planning Code Section 225 – Wholesaling, Storage, Distribution, and Open-Air Handling of Materials and 
Equipment. ; City of Portland. “Employment Zoning Project, Interim Recommended Draft.” February 2016. 
http://www.portlandoregon.gov/bps/article/565225  ; Chicago Zoning Ordinance Chapter 17-6-0400 – PMD, Planned 

Manufacturing Districts.  

https://www.nycedc.com/system/files/files/page/Final%20BOOK.pdf
http://www.portlandoregon.gov/bps/article/565225
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